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Dear Mr. Chairman:

We have studied the use of U.S.-owned foreign currencies.
We made our study pursuant to your request of November 19,
1973. The report summarizes the results of our inquiries at
the Departments of State and the Treasury, the Agency for
International Development, and other selected agencies.

As you requested, we have not obtained written comments
from the agencies. We did, however, discuss ovr findings
with officials of the Departments of State and the Treasury
and of the Agency for International Development.

We are sending a similar report to the Chairman, Subcom-
mittee on the Near East and South Asia, House Committee on
Foreign Affairs, inresponse to his request. Other members
of the Congress are also interested in our work on this sub-
ject. However,-we do not plan to distribute this report fur-
ther unless you agree or publicly announce its contents.

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller Gen-ral
of the United States
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Agency for International Developiiien
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DIGEST

WHY THE ST~IDY WAS MADE Except for certain foreign currency
grdnts and loans made outside the

GAO was asked to study U.S.-owned appropriation process, agencies nor-
foreign currencies to find possible mally obtain these currencies from
ways to put thesi to more effective the Treasury Department with appro-
use. The study was intended to priated dollars for expenditure
develop information on abroad. (See pp. 1, 4, and 8.)

--the nature and extent of current Treasurv and State Department dccu-
and projected holdings, including menrs showed a balance-of-payment';
debts; benefit of about $5.5 billion result-

ing from the use of nonpurchased
--the nature and extent of partially foreign currencies during the period

controlled currencies; 1955-72. (See p. 32.)

--current and prospective U.S. uses U.S.-owned foreign currencies for
of currencies, by agency. and which a 2 or more years' supply
estiniates of dollar savings; and exists are generally (!dtcrilind r ty

the Treasury to be excess. (cee
--applicable laws regarding use and p. 4.)

debt settlement. (See app. I.)
The Congress has directed that nm;xi-
mum use on made of excess local

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS currencies. Although all U.S. expen-
ditures abroad must be met with U S.-

Many U.S. Government agencies are owned currencies instead of dollars,
engaged in activities throughout where possible, excess currencies Illy
the world involvih- oavments in be used for additional beneficial
foreign currencies. hVost currencies purposes and projects. These in-
needed to defray U.S. operating ex- clude research provided for under
penses abroad are purchased with special foreign currency programs
dollars. (See p. 1.) presented to and approved by the Con-

gress that may be of lower priority
Since World War II, however, large than those financed from regular dol-
amounts of these currencies have lar appropriations. (See pp. 4, 32,
been made available without direct 34, and 36.)
spending of dollars through foreign
assistance and other programs, U.S.-owned foreign currencies
particularly in the sale of agri- amounted to the equivalent of about
cultural commodities on concessional $1.9 billion as of June 30, 1973.
terms. (See p. 1.) Of this, about $1.7 billion held in

Tear SLbet. Upon removal. the report
cover date should be noted hereon. i
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eight counrltries was excess. (S ee provided for' in the Foreign Assist-
app. III.) ance Act of 1961 and Public Law

480. (See p. 16.)
Agency for Intern'ational Developiment-
administered loans payable in for~igqn --Annua. <g rerErations now signifi-
currencies, tile primary source of al--. cantly exr:eed the expenditure
nual receipts, amounted to the equiv- rate for appropriated uses in
alent of about $4.93billion as of only two countries, Egypt and
December 31, 1973. (See app. IV.) Pakistan. As of June 30, 1973,

the onhand, nonrestricted balances
ine phenomenon of excess currencies amounted to the equivalent of
is diminishing even though there are $235.5 million in Egypt and to the
indications that certain currencies equivalent of $135.4 million *in
will be excess for years. 'The number Pdkistan. (See pp. 22 and 24 and
of excess currencies had decreased app. III.)
from 11 in fiscai year 1968 to 8 in
fiscal year 1974; 7 are projected for --Emphdsis has been placed on pre-
fiscal year 1975. (See pp 17 and serving excess currencies in cer-
18.) tain countries as the supply has

decreased to (1) maximize balance-
Future accumulations of local cur- of-pdyments benefits, (2) support
rency will be effectively limited by foreign policy objectives, and

(3) extend ,Proqram benefits. (See
--the provision for development loans pp. 27 and 3.)

repayable only in dollars in the
For?ign Asistance Act of 1961 and --Yugoslavia was scheduled to be

removed from the excess currency
--the 1966 amnendment to the Agri- category on July 1, 1974. With

cultural Trade Developmrnent and the decreasing supply of U.S.-
Assistance Act of 1954, which owned currcncy there, Yugo-
provided for phaseout, during the slavia has parti.ipated in
period 1966-71, of agricultural the funding of special foreign
cormodity sales for local currency. currency research programs. The
(See pp. 7 and 17.) concept of joint funding of

special foreign currency programs
Agency officials generally agree could apply in other excess.cur-
that, barring unforeseen political renlcy coui tries. (See p. 28.)
or other circumnstances, additional cur-
rencies will not be declared excess. --State Department officials believe
(See pp. 6 and 30.) relations wit.h India will improve

now that the rupee debt has been
Within this frtrriewnrk and recojniz- settlrd Und the excessive U.S.
ing the economic, poli Licll, and rljpee ownt:rship has been cur-
other situations in given excess tailed. (See p. 21.)
currency countries, the Congress
and the executive branch are work- --Expenditures under the special
ing to effectively manage and usc ' )reign currency program
excess currencies. amounted to the equivalent of

about $Sii mlnillion in fiscal
--There are severe,' legal inatters of vear lg9!. In the excess cur-

interest, however, that relate to rency countries 13 agencies
the use of foreign currencies as are funding projects uwideri th.

I, r~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~i i .



lower priority program. (See Public Law 480 currencies. (See
p. 34.) p. 16.)

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERA T[ON This report should be of special
BY THE C()AfIITTEE interest to the Conmmittee and the

Congress because it conveys the
Recognizing the efforts of State management concepts now practiced by
and Treasury and the Office of the executive branch with respect to
Management and Budget to achieve U.S.-owned foreign currencies.
the maximum objectives and bene-
fits through using excess foreign Circumstances regarding U.S. foreign
currencies, the Committee may wish currency holdings and scheduled re-
to consider the need for limited leg- ceipts in each of the excess currency
islative changes regarding foreign countries should be of special inter-
currency grants. These changes re- est to the Committee in monitoring
late to U.S. activities in these countries.

--the lack of provisions for the Con- In view of the decreasing supply of
gress and the cognizant committees foreign currencies in certain coun-
to stop jrants they object to that tries, the information should be
are )roposed without appropriation helpful to the Congress in examining
and ' the justification for appropriation

requests, particularly special for-
--a question regarding the Presi- eign currency program requests, in

dent's authority to grant excess this new context.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCT I ON

At the request of the Chairmp- of the Senate Committee
on Foreign Lelaticons, we sty led -wned foreign currency
holdings to find possible ways to p:'- '!:em to more effective
use. We looked into

-- the nature and extent of curre.,l and projected holdings,
including debts owed to the United States;

--the nature and exte:nt of currencies partially controlled
by the United States;

--current and prospective U.S. uses of currencies, by
agency, and estimates of dollar savings; and

--applicable laws regarding use and debt settlement.

SOURCES OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES

Many U.S. Government agencies are engaged in activities
throughout the world involving payments in foreign currencies.
MIost currencies needed to defray U.S. operating exper _
abroad are purchased with d liars. Since World War 11, however,
large amounts of these currencies have been made available with-
out spending dollars through foreign assistance aid other pro-
grams.

Most currencies accrue to the credit of the United States
because of international agreements that deal 'ith (1) conces-
sional sales of agricultural commodities to t -eign countries
for local currency or (2) loans of dollars or foreign currencies
which may be repaid in the currencies of the Lorrowers. Cur-
rencies also become available in much smaller amounts under
other types of international agreements and from the normal op-
erations of the U.S. Government abroad. Currencies accrue
primarily from two legislative sources: (1) the Agricultural
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954, as amended
(commonly known as Public Law 480), and (2) the Foreign As-
sistance Act (FAA) of 1961, as amended, and prior legislation.
The Agency for International Deveiopment (AID) administers
loans entered into under these acts.

I - X



CATESORIES OF FCREIGN CURRENCIES

Foreign currencies generated under Public Law 480 and
FAA and prior legislation are categorized as U.S. owned or
country owned. Funds accruing under this assistance legisla-
tion that belrng entirely to the U.S. Government are identi-
fied as U.S. owned. These funds, held in Department of the
Treasury accounts abroad, have Leen received from payments
for U.S. agricultural commodities sold abroad, from repay-
ments of loans in local currencies, from interest on U.S.-he'd
local currency balances in f:, 2ign banks, and from other
minor sources. In the past most U.S.-owned funds accruing
from sales of agricultural cormioditie' have been reserved
by the sale terms for country assistance programs throu£v
loans and grants.

The term "counterpart funds" has often been used to ap-
ply to any local currencies generated from U.S. commodity
sales. In the true sense, however, the term applies to
country-owned funds, most of which are generated when grant-
aid commodities are sold in a country. More specifically
the term applies to those special local currency accounts
established in a recipient country to hold the sales proceeds.
Most of the counterpart funds generated under aid programs are
owned by the country and are held and used withir it as
specified in the FAA of 1961 and prior acts, as amended, and
in bilateral agreements betwee:. the United States and the
countries. Mutual agreement between the recipient country
and the United States is necessary regarding the us_ of these
funds. From 5 to 10 percent of the counterpart deposits, how-
ever, are transferred to U.S. ownership for use in administer-

".- . ing the programs. Counterpart funds are identified in Trea.s-
ury reports even though they are not held in Treasury accounts.

From time to time, assisted countries deposit funds des-
ignated for specific purposes in Treasury accounts. These
funds, known as trust funds, are held in trust and used only
for specific purposes designated by the participating country.
Under such arrangements a country might provide local currency
to finance part of the cost of an AID project or to meet ad-
ministrative or other costs AID incurs for the project.

2
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USE OF U.S.-OWNED FOREIGN CURRENCIES

U.S.-owned foreign currencies acquired under Public
Law 480 are generally committed to U.S. use orcountry use
by the terms of the international agreements under which they'
are received. Repayments of Public Law 480-loans, all of
which are for U.S. use, may be allocated by the Office-of Ian-
agement and Budget '""5) to agencies for country use. All
foreign currencies ,aired under FAA and prior legislation
are for U.S. use. .2se currencies are generally Used in ac-
cordance with the provisions of section 612 of the iAA of
1961 or section 104 of Public Law 480, as appropriate.
Section 612 authorizes using currencies to meet the obliga-
tions of U.S. agencies outside the Ui.ited States. It also

provides that funds excess to needs may be used for the a.. -

tnoriyzei assistance purposes set forth in part 1 of the act
end to carry out voluntary family planning programs in
countric- which request such assistance. The Congress must
appropriate all section 612 funds. The President may, how-
ever, use up to the equivalent of $100 million in foreign
currencies each fiscal year, ':ithout regard to source and
without appropriation, for national security purposes as
provided for in sections 614a and 652 of FAA. Also the
Overseas Private Investmcnt Corporation may loan excess
foreign currencies, without appropriation, as provided for
in section 234c of FAA.

Section 104 of Public Law 480 provides for using foreign

currencies to (1) pay U.S. obligations entered into under

ocher legislation and (2) carry out U.S. programs authorized
ty section 104. Some examples of programs authorized by

:;ection 104 are for market development, international educa-
"ional and cultural exchange, research and scientific activi-

ties overseas, acquisition of buildings and sites, emergency

relief, and loans and grants for economic development. Funds
designated for country use under section 104 may be granted or

loaned without appropriation under certain conditiors.

MANAGEME:NT OF U.S.-OWNED FOREIGN CURRENCIES

The Treasury has accounting and reporting responsibility
for foreign currencies. Initially-, disbursing officers
deposit U.S.-owned foreign currency receipts intospecial

collectionaccounts with designated banks in the cognizant
countries.



The country-use portion of the funds generated by Public
Law 480 sales is restricted by agreement for use under speci-
fic programs and may not be used for other purposes without
the consent of the foreign governments involved. The U.S.-
use portion of the funds is termed "nonrestricted" even
though there are certain limitations on its use. These non-
restricted currencies are substituted for direct dollar ex-
penditures, when feasible, and for currencies which the U.S.
Government would otherwise purchase with dollars. The Treas-
ury maintains accounts for the sale of nonrestricted currencies
to any Government agency for official uses, as appropriated.
and for accommodation exchange. Appropriated dollars re-
ceived for currencies are c.redited to the Commodity Credit
Corporation, if the currencies were derived from Public Jaw
480. They are deposited in the Treasury as miscellaneous
receipts, if generated from other sources. The Treasurv
also maintains agency accounts for restricted currencies.

LEVELS OF U.S.-OWNED FOREIGN CURRENCIES

U.S.-owned foreign currencies on hand amounted to the
equivalent of about $1.9 billion as of June 30, 1973. In
countries where the supply of nonrestricted currency is more
than enough to meet U.S. requirements for the next 2 years
(exclusive of requirements financed by restricted currencies),
the Treasury generally designates the currency as excess.
This designation means that every effort should be made to
see that obligations in excess currency countries are made
payable in the currency of those countries rather than in
dollars. Nonrestricted excess currencies available for use
on June 30, 1973, amounted to the equivalent of about $1.7 bil-
lion.

An excess currency designation permits agencies to budget
and obligate funds under appropriations for Special Foreign
Currency Progr.ms (SPCPs) which use excess currency exclusively
and to request reservations of the currency for expenditure.
SFCPs must be of enough importance to be justified under O1B
criteria but are normally of a lower priority than items in-
cluded in the agencies' regular dollar budgets. Two excep-
tions to the lower priority rule are programs of the United
States Information Agency (USIA) and the Department of State's
Office of Foreign Buildings. These organizations include in
the SFCP budget items that would be included in their regular
dollar budgets in the absence of excess currencies. Once
appropriated, dollars for SFCPs are available only to purchase
foreign currency from the Treasury.

4
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In those countries where the supply of currency is more
than enough for U.S. needs but not enough to be declared
excess, the Treasury designates the currency as near excess.
Although SFCPs are not operative in near excess currency
countries, these currencies must be used instead of dollars,
if possible. Currencies in other countries or nonexcess
currencies must be purchased from commercial sources with
dollars when treasury balances are inadequate to meet ex-
penditure requirements.

AID maintains computerized records of scheduled foreign
currency receipts through fiscal year 1998 for the loan pro-
grams it manages. Dollar equivalent balances on hand and
projected principal and interest receipts through 1998 are
shown for excess currency countries in the following schedule.

Excess Currency Balances
as of June 30, 1973, and Scheduled Interest

and Principal Generations Through
June 30, 1998 (note a)

(equivalent dollars in millions)

Scheduled
Country Balance on hand receipts

Burma $ 10.6 $ 70.9
Egypt 235.5 378.3
Guinea 6.4 26.0
India 911.4 169.1

Israel (note b) - -
Pakistan 138.3 594.1
Poland 318.5
Tunisia 18.8 137.4
Yugoslavia 33.0 275.6

aA more detailed schedule, included as app. II, shows the
expenditure rate for fiscal year 1973 and the estimated
years' supply of currency. However, the projected years
of currency availability, which is also shown in ch. 3 for
each excess currency country, does not take into account
use by allocation from U.S. use to country use. (See also
apps. III to VI.)

bRedesignated as a near excess currency country as of
July 1, 1973.
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In addition, Morocco was an excess currency country
until fiscal year 1973, and Yugoslavia was scheduled to
become a near excess currency country on July 1, 1974.
On December 31, 1973, there were five near excess currency
countries: Isreal, Morocco, Sudan, Sri Lanka, and Syria.
Agencies' officials generally agreed that, barring un-
foreseen political or other circumstances, currencies in
additional countries will not become excess.

6
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CHAPTER 2

LEGISLATIVE ASPECTS OF

GENERATION AND USE OF FUOREIGN CURRENCIES

Legislation down thiough the years reflects the concern
of the Congress for the proper control, management, and use
of U.S.-owned foreign currencies. The Congress, faced wvith
new political and economic situations abroad, has changed
certain laws that will allow the greatest use of U.S.-owned
foreign currencies. Several of these laws are discussed
below.

LIMITED LOCAL CURRENCY GENERATIONS
IN THE FUTURE

Under the Development Loan Fund (DLF), established by
the Mutual Security Act of 1957, significant dollar loans
repayable in foreign currency were made during the period
1957-61. The FAA of 1961, however, abolished DLF and pro-
vided that both interest and principal on future development
loans made in dollars be repayable in dollars. Furthermore,
Public Law 480 was amended in 1966 to provide for the phasing
out of agricultural commodity sales for local currency by
December 31, 1971, and for sales for dollars only after that
date. These changes limit local currency generation· and
have largely precluded commitments that will result in addi-
tional currency generations. According to loan repayment
schedules, however, annual local currency receipts will be
significant in some countries, at least through 1998. For
this reason effective management of these currencies must
continue to be emphasized.

RESTRICTED FOREIGN ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
IN EXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES

Basic-policy requires that dollars not be spent for any
purpose for which it is feasible to use excess or near excess
currencies. Section 113 of the Foreign Assistance and Re-
lated Programs Appropriation Act, 1974 (Public Law 93-240,
Jan. 2, 1974), goes-beyond the basic policy with respect to
foreign assistance in excess currency countries by stating:

7~~~~~, t,a "+,,1i!;'i' !



"It is the sense of the Congress that excess
foreign currencies on deposit with the United
States Treasury, having been acquired without the
payment of dollars, should be used to underwrite
local costs of United States foreign assistance
programs to the extent to which they are avail-
able. Therefore, none of the funds appropriated
by this title shall be used to acquire, directly
or indirectly, currencies or credits of a foreign
country from Y.nn-United States Treasury sources
when there is on deposit in the United States
Treasury excess currencies of that country having
been acquired without payment of dollars."

AID has said that this section is likely to cause prob-
lems in the future in helping to solve the urgent problems
of the mas.¢s of poor people in excess currency countries.
Local currency is a claim on local resources, and dollar aid
is a claim on external resources. AID has said that, if
local currency expenditures were significant, etcher addi-
tional external resour:es must be brought in at the same
time or compensatory action must be taken to reduce local
currency expenditures elsewhere in the economy to avoid
inflation.

In addressing section 113 in terms of the situation in
Pakistan, where budgetary resources are strained and insuf-
ficient to meet many existing priorities, AID has said that
prohibiting the payment of dollars for local-cost financing
prevents adding more budgetary resources for programs aimed
at helping the country's poorest and most disadvantaged
people. Thus, according to AID, although we can support
local programs with dollars in nonexcess currency countries,
Pakistan is penalized because of past needs to import food
which we provided through sales for local currency.

CURRENCY USE LIMITATIONS
AND EXEMPTION PROVISIONS

A large part of the U.S.-owned foreign currencies for
U.S. uses was not subject to budgetary control, reporting, or
audit procedures until July 1952, when the Congress enacted
section 1415 of the Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1953.
This section, which prohibits the use of foreign currencies,

8
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except as provided for annually in appropriation acts, has
had a far-reaching effect on the use of local currency. It
reads:

"Foreign credits owed to or owned by the'
United States Treasury will not be available for
expenditure by agencies of the United States after
June 30, 1953, except as may be provided for an-
nually in appropriation Acts and provisions for
the utilization of such credits for purposes au-
thorized by law are hereby authorized tobe in-
cluded in general appropriation Acts."

Section 104 of Public Law 480 provided for many kinds
of financing with local currencies generated under the act.
Provisions have existed, however, for using these currencies
without appropriation for certain purposes since the law was
enacted as section 1415 of the Supplemental Appropriation
Act of 1953 and was not made applicable to all expenditure
categories and a Presidential waiver proviso was included in
the original act. Also, under the opening paragraph of the
section, authority has always existed to loan these curren-
cies without appropriation. The major use of the currencies
for grant purposes without appropriation has been based on
the original waiver proviso and on a second proviso added in
1966, both following section 104. The currencies can be
used for certain purposes listed in section 104, such as
under 104d for emergency relief requirements. However, using
these currencies without appropriation for these additional
purposes is very rare.

About 75 percent of the Public Law 480 local currencies
generated uader sale agreements was reserved for country use
and was available for loans or grants for assistance pro-
grams. When an appropriation would otherwise have been
needed, the Presidential waiver was used for all grants of
country funds until 1966, when Public Law 480 was revised.
About 25 percent of the U.S.-owned Public Law 480 currencies
were available for paying U.S. obligations. Except as men-
tioned below in connection with acquiring sites, buildings,
and grounds, these funds are subject to the U.S. dollar
appropriation process.

9



The proviso add'ed ill 1966 to section 104 of Public
Law 480 is known as the Mondalc-Poage proviso. Once enacted,
all grants without appropriation (when appropriations were
otherwise needed) were made under this proviso, rather than
to the Presidential waiver proviso, until the United States-
Indian Rupee Settlement Agreement early in 1974. Under the
Mlondale-Poage proviso, the use of excess currencies Without
appropriation is specifically encouraged (1) to acquire
sites, buildings, and grounds for the use of the U.S. Govern-
ment and its personnel and (2) to assist countries in taking
self-help measures to increase production of agriculture com-
modities and facilities for storing and distributing such
commodities. Such assistance may be only in addition to
that which the country would have undertaken without the
assistance. The Mondale-Poage proviso has been interpreted
as applying to any country's use of excess foreign curren-
cies authorized by section 104, subject to the priorities
stated in the' proviso and to the limitations stated in other
laws.

Lack of provision for stopping
proposed grants

The two provisos :dded to section 104, Public Law 180,
do not provide the cognizant committees and the Congress
with clearly defined means by which they can stop grants
proposed without appropriation that they consider objection-
able. The waiver provision stipulates that the President
transmit grant proposals to the Senate Committee on Agri-
culture and Forestry and to the }House Committee on Agricul-
ture. -Grants are not to be made for 30 or 60 days after
transmittal, depending upon whether the Congress is in or is
not in session. Advice of proposals under the Mondale-Poage
proviso must be furnished to the same committees. No men-
tion is made in either proviso, however, regarding the steps
these committees and the Congress may take to stop proposed
grants they considered objectionable.

These circumstances were a matter of concern during the
January 29, 1974, hearings on the then-proposed United
States-Indian Rupee Settlement Agreement before the Sub-
committee on the Near East and South Asia, House Committee
on Foreign Affairs. When one subcommittee member stated his
intent to introduce a resolution to determine the "sense of
the Congress" regarding the proposal, the question arose
about the effect that a resolution of disapproval would have

10



on the proposed agreement. The ensuing discussion reveal d
that the ability-of the Congress to block su:h -. settlement
was unclear to the Subcommittee. Although AID's position is
that it has no intention of opposing the wishes of the Con-
gress, there appears to be a need for a clearly defined
formal means by which the Congress or the cognizant commit-
tees can stop grants proposed without appropriation they
consider objectionable.

Grant procedures not clear
for excess currencies

A question exists regarding the executive authority to
use the Presidential waiver in section 104, Public Law 480,
for granting excess currencies without appropriation. This
question arose before the February 18, 1974, L'nited States-
Indian Rupee Settlement Agreement. On February 8, 1974, the
Chairman. Subcommittee on the Near East and South Asia, re-
quested the Secretary of State to obtain a decision from the
Comptroller General of the United States as to AID's statu-
tory authority to enter into the proposed settlement agree--
mcnt. In a February 26, 1974, decision (see app. VII), the
Comptroller General defined the issue as whether the Presi-
dential waiver proviso could be used, as planned, in view of
language in the Mondale-Poage proviso which would appear to
render the waiver proviso inappropriate in the case of excess
currencies. The Comptroller General said that a literal read-
in,j of the statutory language made the waiver proviso unavail-
able as authorityv for the entering into the subject or similar
grants which involved the grant of excess currency to an ex-
cess currency nation. He also said, however, that, reading
the legislative scheme as a whole and recognizing that a pri-
mary purpose of the Mondale-Poage proviso was to furnish
added means for using large reserves of excess currencies, it
seemed somewhat anomalous to conclude that the Congress in-
tended to make unavailable previous authorities and procedures
under which grants could be made without using appropriated
funds.

Accordingly, although the matter was not entirely free
from doubt, we did not object to the use of the waiver pro-
viso in this instance, provided that the cognizant congres-
sional committees had no objection. It was pointed out, how-
ever, that, due to the uncertainty caused by the words "shall
not apply" in excess currency countries contained in the
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Mondale-Poage proviso and applicable to the waiver proviso,
the Congress should clarify the intent of the Mondale-Poage
proviso before AID enters into any similar agreements.

Annual restrictions imposed by section 702
for State, Justice, Commerce, Judiciary,
and Related Agencies Appropriation Act

The Department of State and other agencies are unable
to take advantage of the Mondale-Poage proviso for their
programs in view of restrictive language in the annual ap-
propriation act. More specifically, section 702 of a recent
annual State, Justice, Commerce, Judiciary aid Related Agen-
cies Appropriation Act has stated:

"No part of any appropriation contained in
this act shall be used to administer any program
which is funded in whole or in part from foreign
currencies or. credits for which a specific dollar
appropriation therefor has not been made."

The language was first included in the appropriation act for
fiscal year 1961, after it was recommended in the liouse Com-
mittee on Appropriations report on the proposed legislation.
AID, however, is not similarly restricted since its funds
are appropriated under different acts.

Section 702 also relates to the 1970 extension of
Public Law 480 which amended the act to authorize the use of
foreign currencies for certain purposes without requiring
the prior appropriation of dollars to purchase the local cur-
rencies from the Treasury. The amendment authorized using
foreign currencies without appropriation for international
cultural and educational exchange programs. Because of sec-
tion 702, however, this provision has been inoperative for
State and USIA, the principal agencies involved in these pro-
grams, since State is the administering agency for inter-
national cultural and educational exchange programs.

Lack of provisions for granting
non-Public Law 480 funds

In contrast to the two provisions at the end of sec-
tion 104 of Public Law 480, FAA made no provisions in sec-
tion 612 for granting, without appropriation, foreign cur-
rencies generated under the act and prior acts as amended.
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This situation created an administration and negotiation
burden in the recent United States-Indian Rupee Settlement
Agreement in which the United States granted India
approximately two-thirds of its rupee ownership. (See p. 21
and app. VIII.)

This lack of compatibility between the two acts was
noted in our report on "Opportunities for Better Use of
United States Owned Excess Foreign Currency in India,"
(B-146749, Jan. 29, 1971). We pointed out that the Congress
might wish to consider whether to provide authority for the
President to use non-Public Law 480 excess currency for
grants in India without appropriations similar to his exist-
ing authority to use Public Law 480 excess currency. In
some cases, according to a State Department official, the
availability.of authority of this nature could permit using
more restricted currencies for grant purposes, permitting
the retention of b'oader application Public Law 480 curren-
cies for balance-of-payment or other benefits. Although the
authority to grant non-Public Law 480 excess currency would
provide added flexibility to the executive branch, it could
materially accelerate using these currencies for country
uses without appropriation.

DEBT RELIEF AND LEGISLATIVE
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

AID-administered loans repayable in foreign currencies
amounted to about $4.9 billion as of December 31, 1973.
These loans constitute almost all foreign currency balances
due the U.S. Government. No distinction is made between
dollar and local currency loans in the legislation and in
other documents we reviewed relating to the recoupment of
foreign debts.

In our report to the Congress on "Developing Countries'
External Debt and U.S. Foreign Assistance: A Case Study"
(B-177988, May 11, 1973), we said that debt-relief exercises,
involving many developing countries, were occurring more fre-
quently and were increasingly an important form of economic
resource transfer. In chapter S of that report (included as
app. IX), we addressed the subject of executive and legisla-
tive participation in debt renegotiations. In the opening
paragraph we said that, according to the Attorney General of
the United States, the executive branch had authority,
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without congressional review or approval, to renegotiate
terms of loans to countries.

The Attorney General's views, expressed in his opinion
dated December 24, 1970, in response to a request from the
Secretary of the Treasury, apply to debts under the FAA of
1961 and prior acts as amended and Public Law 480. These
views were also expressed in testimony July 24, 1973, before
the Subcommittee on Foreign Operations and Government Infor-
mation, House Committee on Government Operations, when the
Acting Assistant Secretary for Economic and Business Affairs
of the Department of State said:

"The Department of State is of the opinion,
and other agencies have indicated that they
agree, that the President does have authority il,
appropriate circumstances to settle claims against
foreign Governments, even if in a particular case
no payment can be obtained where, for example, it
is established that the debts are uncollectible."

A major exception to this statement appears in section 6eOr
of FAA which prohibits a writeoff of principal and interest
on FAA loans. These views appear to justify the opinion
that "The Executive asserts broad legal authority, both
statutory and inherent, to renegotiate foreign indebtedness,"
as expressed by the Subcommittee on International Finance
and Resources, Senate Committee on Finance, in a Committee
print dated October 29, 1973.

In our report cited above, we said that, although legis-
lative restrictions on executive branch authority to re-
negotiate loans were few, the Congress had shown consider-
able interest in developing countries' ability to repay ex-
isting debts and in debt relief. Accordingly, we stated
that the Congress might wish to:

"--Consider the need for it to play a larger role
in determining U.S. policy concerning debt re-
lief to developing nations and in related pro-
gram oversight concerning the terms and condi-
tions under which assistance in the form of
debt relief may be granted.
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"--As a prerequisite in o. ler to have essential
information, consider legislation to require
comprehensive annual reporting by the Secre-
tary of State, to be submitted in January of
each year and thus be available to the commit-
tees of the Congress in their considerations
of authorization and appropriation proposals.
Such reporting might make available for the
Congress current summary perspectives of the
worldwide dimensions of the debt burden prob-
lem, as well as the specifics of debt relief
granted or proposed."

We have noted that section 17 of the FAA of 1973 (Public
·Law 93-189, dated Dec. 17, 1973) amended section 634 of the
FAA of 1961 to include:

"(g) The President shall transmit to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives and to the
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate, tot
later than January 31 of each year, a compre:,-n-
sive report, based upon the latest data available,
showing--

;"(1) a summary of the worldwide dimen-
sions of debt-servicing problems among such
countries, together with a detailed state-
ment of the debt-servicing problems of each
such country;

"(2) a summary of all forms of debt re-
lief granted by the United States with re-
spect to such countries, together with a de-
tailed statement of the specific debt relief
granted with respect to-each such country and
the purpose for which it was granted;

"(3) a summary of the worldwide effect
of'the debt relief granted by the United
States on the availability of funds, author-
ity, or other resources of the United States
to make any such loan, sale, contract of
guarantee or insurance, of extension of
credit, together with a detailed statement
-of the effect of such debt relief with re-
spect to each such country; anc
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"(4) a summary of the net aid flow from
the United States to such countries, taking
into coisideration the debt relief granted by
the United States, together with a detailed
analysis of such net aid flow with respect to
each such country."

Although the late enactment of the legislation did not
permit furnishing the report by January 31, 1974, the Depart-
ment of State, on January 29, 1974, advised the designated
recipients of plans to meet the new legislative requirement.
We believe, if data is provided in the comprehensive manner
required by the legislation, the reporting requirereits are
now sufficient to keep the Congress fully informed , execu-
tive activities with respect to foreign debts owed tne United
States.

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE COMM!ITTEE

In view of the circumstances described above, the Commit-
tee may wish to consider the need for legislation that would:

1. Specifically give the Congress and cognizant com-
mittees a clearly defined formal means by which
grants proposed without appropriation that they
object to can be stopped.

2. Clarify the question that exists regarding the
executive authority to use the first proviso of
section 104, Public Law 480, for granting excess
currencies without appropriation.

We have noted that there are no provisions in sec-
tion 612 of FAA that authorize the executive branch to grant
thpez runds without appropriation as it may do for Public
Law 480 currencies as authorized by two provisos of sec-
tion 104. Our discussions with agency officials did not re-
veal valid reasons for this lack of conformity between the
two acts.

We have also noted the continued use of restrictive lan-
guage in section 702 of the annual State, Justice, Commerce,
Judiciary and Related Agencies Appropriation Act even though
more liberal language is used in Public Law 480 as a result of
the Mondale-Poage proviso of 1966 and the 1970 amendment re-
garding international cultural and educational exchange
programs.
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CIAPTER 3

EXCESS CUIRIE.NCY COUNTRIES

Nonrestricted excess currency balances on hand amounted
to about $1.7 billion as of June 30, 1973. The executive
branch's comprehensive approach to the centralized management
of these currencies dates back to 1960. Events since that
time have resulted in major changes in management practices
as well as reductions in the amount of excess currency bal-
ances. More recently the number of excess currency countries
-has decreased.

In mid-1960, the executive branch established a system
of management and control over foreign currencies for U.S.
uses that would be effective without having to change the
many provisions of the then-existing law. Although section
1415 of tlhe Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1953 had pro-
hibited the use of foreign currencies without appropriation,
increasing amounts of currencies generated under Pul-ic Law
480 were being used without appropriation for purposes ex-
empted from this restriction by provisions in Public Law 480.
The new system required that amounts set aside for U.S. uses
be controlled through the appropriation process.

Under the new system, the primary objectives .in managing
foreign currencies were: first, to obtain maximum-use of these
funds as a substitute for U.S. dollar expenditures and second,
to tieat the currencies as a real fiscal asset to be spent
for programs approved on the basis of annual budgetary review.
The system also provided for SFCP appropriations, and, due
to concern within the executive and legislative branches
during the 1960s about maximizing the use of excess currencies;
many agencies initiated these appropriations with lower
priority programs than those i. regular agency dollar appro
priations. In addition, the Congress has taken action to
limit the future generation of currencies. As discussed in
chapter 2, the FAA of 1961 reduced local currency generation
by requiring all future assistance loans to be repayable in
dollars. Likewise, the 1966 change to Public Law 480 directed
a progressive transition from local currency agricultural
commodity sales todollar-credit sales by December 31, 1971.

Another important event, pursuant to our recommendation
that an organizational entity be established and charged with
specific responsibilities for managing U.S.-owned foreign
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currencies, was the Department of State's 1965 establishment
of a foreign currency staff in the Office of the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Budget and Finance to coordinate
foreign currency matters throughout the Federal Government.
The staff is now located in the Deputy Assistant Secretary's
Office of Funds Management (M/FM1). A basic goal of the staff
is to facilitate maximum use of the currencies, with major
emphasis on their substitution for dollars that would other-
wise be spent abToad. With this objective in mind, the staff
participates in Government-wide planning efforts to develop
and implement effective policy for managing U.S.-owned foreign
currencies. According to M/FM officials, when coordinating
the uses of foreign currencies, they maintain an impartial
position toward any competitive SFCP requirements of U.S.
agencies and do not evaluate the merits of proposed SFCP
projects and programs.

Because of the policy of using excess currencies to the
maximum extent possible and because of'the legislative changes

regarding the generation of local currencies, the number of
excess currencies had decreased from 11 in fiscal year 1968
to 8 in fiscal year 1974, 7 are projected for fiscal year
1975.

M/FM officials said that policies and procedures h:d been
partially modified in recognition of the reduction in U.S.

balances of some currencies resulting from the policy for
maximum use and the legislative changes reducing generation.
The modification was due, in part, to an early 1972 study by
the foreign currencies staff of local currency availabilities
and requirements in Yugoslavia and Tunisia, which disclosed

that availabilities in these countries were no longer adequate
to meet all tie demands which U.S. agencies planned to place

upon them. The study indicated that planned SFCP use con-
trolled within availabilities was mandatory if any continuing
use was to be made of these currencies for SFCPs after
June 30, 1972. M/FM's present technique in planning the use
of currencies of limited availability requires estimating
the amount available for SFCP appropriations, after first
setting aside an ample supply for uses benefiting the U.S.
balance of payments, and the equitable division of these funds
among SFCP needs with full agreement of using agencies, OrMB,
and the Treasury.
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CURRENT M.XNAGEEIENT VILWS

M/FMI officials believe that U.S. interests are better
served by effectively managing excess currencies to yield
maximum benefits to the United States rather than by adhering
to the previous practice of using currencies as rapidly as
possible. In particular, when the potential demand for a
currency threatens to exceed the availability, there may still
be a period of years during which annual receipts may be well
above regular annual expenditures of the U.S. Government
which benefit the balance of payments. This overage, under
a managed approach, can be used under existing agency appro-
priations to permit a gradual phaseout of SFCP activities
benefiting U.S. foreign policy interests, U.S. agency program
interests, and economic and professional interest in the
foreign country.

Prematurely dropping the excess designation before
annual receipts are in phase with expenditures can result
in the currency's rebuilding to excess status. If a cur-
rency were to go off and back on the excess status, it
would have an undesirable effect on SFCPs which may be
carried out in excess currency countries only, since many
projects produce the results ver the long run. Officials
believe that a country should not be dropped from the excess
list until the action is permanent. Thus, an important
aspect of taking a country off the excess list is insuring
a reasonable phasedown of SFCP activity rather than an abrut
and disruptive end.

OM!B officials said that they considered the current
emphasis on more effective management of excess currencies
to be the natural result of past actions to use more of these
funds and not a basic shift in policy to extend the currencies'
use period. Early in the 1960s the U.S. Government moved to
use more excess currencies. Over time the drawdowms resulted
in finite amounts of funds whose transition from excess status
to near excess status was a later step in the plan to spend
the currencies. According to O0B officials, this step
requires careful excess-currency management during the transi-
tional period to minimize disruption that can occur to U.S.
Government programs funded by excess currency.

Treasury officials said that their overall concept of
excess currencies was to try to maximize the currencies' use
for budgetary and balance-of-payments benefits and that they
did not attempt to maximize SFCPs. Historically, officials
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viewed excess currencies as meaning the United States had a
2 or more years' supply of the currencies but they now viev'
excess status more in terms of the present supply and how
soon Treasury will have to purchase a currency if it is spent
as a result of being declared excess. In general, Treasury
officials said they were reluctant to declare a currency
excess if the accelerated drawdown of U.S. holdings would
result in the early purchase of the currency for dollars.
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STATUS OF THE EXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES

India

On February 13, 1974, the United States and India
officially concluded a settlement of India's rupee debt. GAO
provided information to the House Subcommittee that held
hearings on the proposed settlement. (See app. VIII.)
Although there are some economic justifications for this
settlmecnt, it is basically a political settlement of a long-
stanuing political irritant between the two countries. The
State Dernartment believes that this settlement will pave the
way for improved relations with India and f acilitate the most
flexible use of the remiaining U.S. rupee balances.

Basically, the agreement provided for India to prepay
the outstanding rupee debt principal and the interest due
up to the date ot signing. The United States then granted to
India the rupee equivalent of $2 billion for various economic
development projects to.be funded in the next Indian 5-year
plan. The United States retained the rupee equivalent of
about $1 billion, of which the rupee equivalent of $93 mil-
lion is the only U.S. holding drawing interest. This
interest-free status of U.S. holdings contributes to placing
a limit on our holdings in India.

The settlement provides for:

-- "Assured usage" of our rupee holdings for established
uses, including funding of the American School in
New Delhi.

-- A ceiling on UI.S. annual expenditures of the rupee
equivalent of about $59 million, which can be raised
by mutual consent or due to inflation.

-- Three-year funding of the annual rupee equivalent of
about $8 million for the AID program in Nepal, includ-
ing the training of Nepalese in India.

-- Th1e conversion of $64 million in rupees to dollars for
transfer to the United States over the next 10 years.
The S64 million consists of (1) a S10 million conver-
sion entitlement that had not been exercised, (2) a
$40 million conversion entitlement that would have
materialized as the loans were repaid, (3) a $3 million
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conversion entitlement that had been delinquent from
6 months to 1 year, pending inclusion of the amount
in the settlement, and (4) a $11 million negotiating
advantage.

--mlaintenance of value for 10 years on the equivalent
of $500 million, or about half the rupees the United
States will retain.

--.The option during the next 5 years to purchase up to
$100 million worth of mutually agreed-upon Indian
goods and services, for which 25 percent of the price
may be paid in rupees.

--The retention of the rupee equivalent of about $93 mil-
lion in interest-drawing deposits in various commercial
banks in India. These funds are in branches of
American banks.

--The Indian Government to furnish the U.S. Government
annual and final statements on the status of these
funds and such additional summary information concern-
ing their use as the U.S. Government may reasonably
request.

--A side agreement to settle a longstanding dispute on
surplus property that grew out of the partition of
India and Pakistan in 1948.

State Department officials, in discussions with us and
in hearings on the United States-Indian Rupee Settlement
Agreement, emphatically stated that this settlement did not
create a precedent as there was no other excess currency
situation like that in India. The amounts of currency held
in other excess currency countries, such as Pakistan, do not
threaten to become infinite as was the situation in India.

On the basis of present levels of expenditures, the
State Department estimates that the present U.S. rupee hold-
ings (after the settlement) will meet U.S. Government expendi-
tures in India for 14 to 24 years.

Pakistan

Annual U.S. rupee receipts in Pakistan are almost dou',le
the annual expenditure. Under current circumstances the issue
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of continuing rupee accumulations is not a problem, according
to a State Department official. The official did not see any
immediate indication of problems and believed that the'
Pakistani Government swas piore interested in its oil-shortage
problem, which could lead to food shortages, and problems
regarding its hard-currency debts.

During hearings held by the Subcommittee on Near-East
and South Asia on the United States-Indian Rupee Settlement
Agreement, the questions of need for debt. settlement.with
Pakistan and whether the Indian settlement constituted a
precedent arose. In his questioning of witnesses, the Sub-
'committee Chairman alluded to papers prepared by the AID
Mission in Pakistan, which stated that the United'States and
Pakistan were discussing the rupee debt. The language in
these papers on the summary of conditions in Pakistan was
similar to the language used.to describe the situation in
India before the settlement, i.e., these large U.S. Govern-
ment holdings of Pakistan currency were already a' potentially
serious irritant in our relations with the Pakistani Govern-
ment. AID Washington officials said, however, that this
document was a workpaper prepared by an AID economist in
Pakistan. Although they view the rupee situation as an irri-
tant, they believe that existing legislation can resolve it
and that an India-type solution is not appropriate for
Pakistan.

Even though receipts are now almost double use, M/FMf
officials believe the situation is manageable under exist: ~ig
legislation and practice. The United States has spent large
amounts of Pakistan rupees for U.S.-use and country-use
requirements. The 1972 devaluation of the Pakistan rupee also
reduced the dollar equivalent of U.S. holdings. Because of
the war with India and the Bangladesh breakaway from Pakistan,
the economy is in a depressed condition. Budgetary resources
are strained.and insufficient to meet many existing priorities.
The Pakistani Government asked the United States to help its
economic recovery by exercising a reasonable restraint in
spending rupees.

On the basis of the' above conditions, ,I/Fftl officials
believe that the current annual level of U.S. expenditures
(about $15 million for fiscal yea.r 1973)'cannot be readily
increased. now. They noted that, unlike expenditures in India,
U.S. expenditures in Pakistan had never reached'their practic-
able level. Although this makes projection of future use
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difficult, their current estinmates are that thle United States
has over a 25-year supply of rupees. Strictly on the basis
of its fiscal year 1973 level of expenditures, however,
we estimated that current holdings of the equivalent of about
$138 million, and receipts of the rupee equivalent of about
$594 million through fiscal year 1998 could sustain the
present expenditure level for a total of 49 years. (See
app. II.) M/FM. personnel told us that the State Departmcnt
planned to review this situation each year and that the U.S.
Government had the capability, by selective use of MZondale-
Poage grants, to manage U.S. holdings and prevent creating an
India-type excess currency problem in Pakistan.

There is a point of interest regarding the Bangladesh
breakaway from Pakistan. The breakaway could raise a rupee
debt-split issue similar to the one still under negotiation
for the dollar debt. Almost all the rupee debt potentially.
allocable to IBngladesh is of Public Law 480 origin, and the
loan repayment portion would be available for grants. AID
officials said, however, that neither country would gain any
economic advantage through a split of this debt. Although
a split would reduce the amount of rupees Pakistan owes the
United States, it would also reduce future grants of these
funds, once repaid, back to the country.

Bangladesh's assuming part of the debt would result in
the loss of foreign exchange since U.S. agencies would use
repayments to meet operating expenses within the country.
Thus, some AID officials feel the likelihood of such a split
is remote. With the recent Pakistani recognition of
Bangladesh, they believe that such an issue could become an
obstacle to improved relations between the two countries.
State Department officials, however, believe Pakistan and
Bangladesh interests in a rupee debt split is not necessarily
remote but certainly is not a current interest of the Govern-
ments of Pakistan or Bangladesh. It appears that such a debt
split could provide the U.S. Government with local currency
normally purchased in Bangladesh with dollars.

Egypt

U.S. holdings of Egyptian pounds increased considerably
when U.S. Government expenditures were reduced after relations
were broken between the two countries in 1967. Although our
holdings were increasing before 1967, since then they have
increased more rapidly due to the reduction in annual
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expenditures about one-half to approximately $6 million
versus continued annual receipts of about $18 million.

An M/FM official said that the United States had made

good use of the pounds, given the unfavorable political con-
dition since 1967. Pounds were used for funding the reduced
level of U.S. Government expenditures, grants to the American
University in Cairo, and a part of U.S. contributions to in-
ternational organizations. U.S. Government agencies' desire
to use more pounds for their programs was not fully realized

due to political conditions.

A significant factor in the potential for drawing down
these pounds has been, is, and will be the state of relations
between the two countries. Before 1967, the United States
had never reached the practicable level of expenditure in
Egypt that it had in some other countries. With the reestab-
lishment of relations, the State Department expects expendi-
tures to gradually increase as U.S. activities are expanded.

State Department officials told us that there had been
no discussion of possibly granting our pound holdings back

to the Egyptians similar to that done in the United States-
Indian Rupee Settlement Agreement. However, tome thought
has been given to possibly granting the pound equivalent of
from $30 to $50 million for an endowment fund for the American
University in Cairo.

With the reestablishment of relations, however, a State
Department official said that the possibility of granting

pounds would be studied in the overall context of possible
assistance to Egypt. Under this policy, the pound equivalent

of $3 million for local currency costs of the minesweeping
and wreck-clearing operations of the Suez Canal and $10 mil-

lion for humanitarian relief operations have been granted.
An allocation of the pound equivalent of $30 million has been
under consideration for the Overseas Private Investment Corp-
oration to assist U.S. firms to invest in Egypt.

As in Pakistan, the circumstances of our reduced level i

of expenditures make it difficult to precisely state the
future level of expenditures and period of U.S. pound hold-

ings. Present Ml/F1I estimates, based on expenditure rates
under normal relations and inflation trends, are that the
United eSates has at least a 25-year supply. Based on
Treasury and AID documents showing expenditures of the
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equivalent to $6.4 million in fiscal year 1973, an equivalent
onhand balance of about $235.5 million, and projected receipts
of the equivalent to about $378 million through 1998, it
appears the United States could ha;'e a 96-year currency
supply.

We realize, however, that this is a maximum time period
based on an expenditure rate that is artificially low. It
is our opinion that restoring relations will result in in-
creased use, as-already evidenced.by the recent grants made
to Egypt; and, as required by the increased personnel staff-
ing of the United States Embassy, increased SFCP authoriza-
tions by the Embassy, and other actions'. These increased
expenditures should greatly reduce the years of pound avail-
ability.

Poland

Excess currency holdings in Poland have a unique status
due to the restrictive terms of the Public Law 480 agreements.
'Poland is one of the "super excess" currency countries, but
U.S. holdings have been decreasing for most of the last decade.
Tlhe 8 agreements signed between 1957 and 1964 were heavily
influenced by the U.S. legislation and national attitudes
regarding relations with Communist countries. To prevent any
connotation of assistance to a Communist country, the agree-
ments were very restrictive. The Polish agreements are the
only agreements where 'all the local currency has full main-
tenance of value for the life of the holdings and where all
the unused currency will be converted to dollars on a
scheduled basis over the life of the agreements. The agree-
ments do not provide for interest payments by Poland on U.S.
holdings, nor do they allow for country use of the zloty
receipts within the country.

Poland became an excess. currency country almost immedi-
ately with the initial shipments of commodities due to the
terms of the agreements. Under these agreements, the zloty
equivalent of the dollar value of the commodities provided
was deposited in a special zloty-denominated U.S. dollar ac-
count upon Poland's receipt of the commodities. The .agreements.
provided for the Polish Government to purchase zlotys with
dollars over the period 1967-95.. The rate of exchange provided

for in the purchase schedules is 24 zlotys to a $1.
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The relationship between the purchase schedules and U.S.
expenditures, as negotiated in the agreements, is unique.
The agreements provided for the United States to charge most
of its appropriated uses to the zlotys on the 1995 end of the
schedules and work backward toward 1967. The annuitants'
program was to be charged to the purchase schedule years 1985
through 1987. The conversion of zlotys to dollars and U.S.
Government travel expenditures were to be charged to the 1967
schedules and work toward 1995.

The annuitants' program is being reviewed. The rate of
exchange for the annuitants is 60 zlotys to the $1. Although
this rate is greater than the conversion rate of 24 zlotys
to the $1, it was adopted because it is equal to the rate
that the Polish Government would pay the annuitants for their
dollar checks and the United States did not want to penalize
the annuitants by the lower conversion rate. Thus, for each
currer. dollar balance-of-payments benefit the United States
realizes, there is a corresponding forfeit of about $3
balance-of-payments benefit in the future.

Treasury officials said that it made sense several years
ago to have a smaller balance-of-payments dollar benefit
immediately rather than the larger dollar benefit in the
future. This approach is no longer financially justified
because of the increasing value of the zlotys used for this
purpose that. otherwise would be converted to dollars in the
future. Thus, the Treasury is considering discontinuing
annuitants' payments from zloty holdings. If this change is
made, it is expected the annuitants will still receive the
same amount of zlotys by cashing their dollar checks with the
Polish Government. The United States, however, will gain
about a $3 future balance-of-payments benefit for each current
dollar outflow.

Recently M/FM estimated that, on the basis of the fiscal
year 1973 level of commitments in Poland, U.S. holdings of
zlotys would be exhausted for obligations by the end of fiscal
year 1980. This finding and the fact that the Treasury De-
partment has also considered shifting Poland to near excess
currency status for long-range balance-of-payments reasons
prompted a program change, to reduce expenditures in Poland
to obtain maximum balance-of-payments benefits. The conver-
sisn and appropriated-use programs will remain, but SFCP is
to be gradually phased out over the next 5 years, as are other
programs having no direct :Ialance-of-payment benefits.
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On the basis of the fiscal year 1973 expenditures of
about $22 nillion, we estimated from Treasury and AID docu-
ments that the United States would have zlotys for expendi-
ture over the next 14 years.

Tunisia

As a result of the 1972 study of SFCPs in Tunisia and
Yugoslavia, M/FM officials told AID and the SFCP agencies
that the uncommitted balances were relatively low and -are
being committed faster than receipts were being generated.
Once alerted to this problem regarding Tunisia, the agencies
formed an aj hoc committee to determine the maximum amount
that could be obligated annually without shifting Tunisia
from excess currency status to near excess currency status.
As a result: AID and the SFCP agencies have voluntarily limited
their programs in Tunisia to allow for the annual carryover
of an amount large enough to keep Tunisia an excess currency
country in future years. M/FM officials said that the agen-
cies' action, in additi'n to permitting the orderly flow and
phasedown of these programs in Tunisia, would prevent Tunisia's
dropping from the excess list prematurely only to be returned
later as annual receipts above expenditures for regular pro-
grams build up holdings to excess level.

Under the present limited level of expenditures, the
current U.S. holdings of dinars plus receipts of the dinar
equivalent of $137.4 million through fiscal year 1998 could
extend the availability of the currency for expenditure to
28 years.

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia was scheduled to shift from excess currency
status to near excess currency status on July 1, 1974, after
the 2-year phasedown plan for SFCPs developed by M/FH, agreed.
to by SFCP agencies, and approved by OMB and the Treasury.
The 1972 study disclosed that the U.S. agencies had committed
or planned to commit more local currency for Yugoslavian
SFCPs than was available. The plan differs from the voluntary
one for Tunisia in that it is a formal control plan to com-
ply with an OMB request for a graduated phaseout of SFCPs
in Yugoslavia. Additionally, to phase out the programs
without abruptly disrupting the Yugoslavian research community,
the United States and Yugoslavia are jointly funding these
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projects. State Department officials believe that the
concept of joint funding of SFCPs as negotiated with
Yugoslavia, could benefit the United States in other excess
currency countries. Except for the establishment of the
Binational Science Foundation in Isreal on September 27,
1972, no other sharing arrangements of this nature have been
made.

Treasury officials said that attempts had been made to
use excess currencies for export procurement but that they
had been of limited .succ.ss. In Yugoslavia, the U.S. Govern-
ment arranged to purchase Yugoslavian beef for the military
forces in Germany by paying 20 percent of the price in dinars.
Another potential for this use is the United States-Indian
Rupee Settlement Agreement which provides the option for the
U.S. Government to purchase Indian goods and services and to
pay 25 percent of the price in rupees.

Burma

State Department officials said that the excess currency
status of Burma was due to political conditions. Before the
Burmese Government's inward turn, the United States made good
use of the currency. Since then, U.S. Government programs
have been curtailed, not from any effort to prevent the United
States from using its holdings but from the desire of the
Burmese Government to limit the activities of major powers in
Burma. The last tranche for an AID-funded university project
will go forward as part of the AID program in Burma.

On the basis of the present political conditions, we
· estimated from Treasury and AID documents that U.S. holdings
of Burmese kyats would remain available for expenditure for
about 37 years. M/FM officials noted that U.S. holdings wer'e
so small, about the kyat equivalent of $11 million, that
almost any increase in the U.S. Government program level would
deplete it.

Guinea

The excess currency status of Guinea, like that of Burma,
has been partially due to political conditions in the past
which have limited U.S. Government programs. Additionally,
there is only a limited potential for research, procurement,
or other expenditure of local currency balances. Also U.S.
holdings are increasing only marginally.
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-., $6.4 million, annual U.S. operating expenditures of about

Xi k $500,000, and projected receipts through 1998 of the
equivalent of about $26 million indicate that Guinea currency
could be available for expenditure for 65 years.

POSSIBLE NEW EXCESS CIURRENCY COUNTRIESI .
tM/FM and Treasury officials agree that under normal

"' conditions no new excess currency countries will develop.
However, these officials noted that it was possiblefor an
excess currency country to develop due to some unusual and
major change in our relations with the country or in the
political nature of the country.

As an example of how an excess currency country could
-~*- ~ develop from a change in our relations, Treasury officials

cited a hypothetical case. In one country, the Uinited States
has local currency receipts equivalent to about $30 million

::,~ ~ annually. The U.S. Government spends this amount and pur-
chases the equivalent of about S15 million more to cover its

_..~ ~ local currency needs for our bases there. If there were some
-v=~ ~ change in the political relations between the two countries
f,'-t'~ whereby the United States removed its forces, the currency

accumulated would be far greater than the expenditures for
the remaining U.S. Government programs and it would probably
become an excess currency country over time.

As an example of how a political change in a country
could create an excess currency situation, Treasury officials

a commented on the hypothetical case of the division of an
excess currency debt resulting from the partition of the ex-
cess currency country. Treasury officials said that, should
ithis debt divieion occur and should the United States have

' loover a 2-year supply of foreign currency in both countries,
then they would probably declare both countries excess cur-
rency countries.

Currently there are five near excess currency countries:
Israel, Morocco, Sudan, Sri Lanka, and Syria. It appears,
from our discussions with bI/FM and Treasury officials, that
c the historical status of near excess currencies' being above

.A$~ ~ immediate requirements but less than a 2-year supply has
changed with the increased management attention given to
foreign currencies. For example, although there is over a
Jo 40-year supply of U.S.-owned currency on hand in Syria and
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a 4-year supply on hand in Sudan, these currencies have been
classified as near excess. Those classifications are due
to the fact that the currency balances are inadequate to
sustain excess designations without depleting supplies
required for balance-of-payments benefits. The Treasury also
considered shifting Poland, which has almost a 14-year supply,
to the near excess currency list. This approach blends into
the Treasury concept of balance-of-payments benefits and the
complementary MI/FM concept of planned use.

CONCLUSIONS

The Congress and the executive branch are committed to
using United States-owned foreign currencies more effectively.
In 4 countries, however, the use of U.S.-owned currencies
has been limited by factors over which using agencies have
little, if any, control. Currency use has been limited by
political and economic factors in Egypt and Guinea, political
factors in Burma and economic factors in Pakistan. Although
these limits are real, officials are alert for new ways to
use currencies in these countries more effectively. For ex-
ample, the restoration of relations with Egypt is presenting
new currency-use opportunities.

In three excess currency countries--Poland, Tunisia, and
Yugoslavia--the practice of using currencies to the maximum
extent has resulted in the need for controlled currency use
and reduced expenditure levels. In fact, after June 30, 1974,
Yugoslavia will not be an excess currency country. Con-
sequently, in these countries emphasis now is on current and
long-range balance-of-payments benefits as opposed to maxi-
mum use of SFCPs when both cannot be served.

We generally agree with the excess currency and near
excess currency management concepts now being followed by the
Departments of State and the Treasury. These concepts are
directed toward maximizing balance-of-pa)ymnts Benefits,
recognizing certain political and economic necessities and
constraints. It appears to be in the best interest of the
U,S. Government to follow this approach, which includes
searching for new ways to spend excess currencies in such
countries as Egypt; restraining and coordinating the use of
excess currencies in such countries as Poland where balances
are decreasing; and considering factors in addition to the
projected years' supply of currency when classifying currency
as excess, near excess, or nonexcess.
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CHAPTER 4

AGENCY USES nF FOREIGN CURRENCIES

Treasury and State Department documents showed a
balance-of-payments benefit of about $5.5 billion during
fiscal years 1955-72 through the use of nonpurchased foreign
currencies. (See app. VI.) A more precise determination of
the actual dollar savings accruing from these local currency
expenditures would have to consider the facts that, in the
absence of excess currencies, (1) the expenditure policy in
some countries might have been less liberal and (2) certain
State Department Office of Foreign Buildings and USIA func-
tions provided for in SFCP would be carried out under the
regular dollar appropriation. A determination of this nature
would be difficult and therefore not completely practicable.

State Department's records show that efforts have been
made for years, and particularly since 1961, to maximize the
use of U.S.-owned foreign currencies in lieu of U.S. dollars.
Basic policy-requires that dollars not be spent for any pur-
pose for which it is feasible to use excess or near excess
currencies. This policy reflects the congressional mandate
that maximum use be made of excess currencies.

State Department documents show excess E.nd near excess
currencies are being used as follows: -

"1.. In-Country Official Expenses: All official
obligations in excess and near-excess cur-
rency countries are made payable in local cur-
rencies wherever feasible. This includes opera-
tional expenses of Foreign Service posts and
U.S. Missions, and expenses of all activities
and operations of agencies of the Federal
Government within these countries. It in-
cludes salaries of local employees, allowances
for American employees, travel within the
country, and contractual expenses.

"2. In-Country Personal Expenses: All persons
traveling for the U.S. Government, including
employees, consultants and grantees, while
in one of these countries are required to
acquire their local currency expenditure
requirements from the accommodation exchange
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facility in the Armerican Embassy, wherever
possible. American employees assigned in
these countries are required to avoid the
expenditure of dollars, and to purchase local
currency expenditure requirements from the
Embassy accommodation exchange. American
employees also have been encouraged to have
a part of their salaries paid in local cur-
rencies.

"3. International Transportation: Arrangements
have been made for the use of U.S.-owned
currencies of excess and near-excess coun-
tries for payments to international carriers
for official travel. Use of these currencies
for travel is required wherever feasible by
persons traveling for the U.S. Governmc t.
An exception to the basic "fly-American"
policy is authorized to permit the use of
these currencies on foreign-flag carriers
when American carriers cannot or will not
accept them.

"4. Procurement for Overseas Use: Procurement
regulations governing the procurement of
goods and services for overseas use require
that, world-wide, first priority be given
to procurement with excess foreign curren-
cies when feasible.

"S. Sales to U.S. Citizens: Arrangements have
been made for the sale of excess currencies
to traveling U.S. citizens including tourists
and businessmen. The total volume of such
sales in some countries is limited by the
terms of agreements with the governments of
these countries.

"6. Payments to U.S. Annuitants: Persons resi-
dent in excess and near-excess currency
countries who receive annuities from U.S.
Government agencies are paid in U.S.-owned
local currencies wherever feasible.

"7. Contributions to International Organizations:
Under a program initiated in 1964, interna-
tional organizations have accepted several
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millions in U.S.-owned foreign currencies in
lieu of dollars in payment on contributions
assessed against the U.S. and many millions
have been paid in lieu of dollars as volun-
tary contributions to international organiza-
tions."

An example of the effective use of excess currencies
may be found in the activities of the State Department's
Bureau of International Organization Affairs. Foreign
currency needs in this Burepu are Lot budgeted in advance
because requirements'cannot be predetermined. The United
Nations organizations request contributions or the payment
of assessments, and the Bureau then determines funds avail-
ability. In 1974 approximately $4 million of the total U.S.
contributions of $86 million to the United Nations Develop-
ment Program fund will be in excess currencies. As of March
1974, $1.7 million had been disbursed to the development
program for fiscal year 1974 for program-activity in Morocco,
Tun.sia, Pakistan, and Tndia. The total amount of excess
currency spent on U.S. programs since fiscal year 1961 is the
equivalent of $93 million, more than half of which was spent
on United Nations refugee assistance activities.

SFCP

SFCP was introduced at the beginning of fiscal year 1961
as a vehicle to maximize the use and benefits':of excess
foreign currencies. SFCP expenditures for fiscal year 1973
and estimated expenditures for fiscal year 1974 are shown in
the following schedule.

Fiscal year
Nuaber of Fiscal year 1974
program 1973 estimated
countries expenditures expenditures

(dollar equivalent in thousands)

Library of Congress .7 3,022 S 2,021
Department of Agriculture 7 S,893 9,500
Department of Commerce 6 882 2,342
Department of Defense S 4,374 7,000
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare e 15,880 16,850
Department of the Interior 2 356 750
Department of Labor 1 19 181
Department of State 9 7,119 12,977
Department of Transportation 2 14 485
Environasntal Protection Agency 6 2,860 4,550
National Science Foumdation 8 3,519 3,S00
Smithsonian Institution 8 2,725 3,489
United Statet Information Agency 9 11,5S7 9,549

Total SSa.240
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We visited 5 organizations to determine the nature and extent
of SFCP expenditures.

Department of State

Office of Foreign Buildings (FBO)

The fundamental purpose of FBO is to "buy, build,
operate, maintain, and furnish" real property required by
the U.S. Government, worldwide, in conducting its duties
abroad. FBO receives a dollar appropriation and an SFCP ap-
propriation for use in excess currency countries. Following
is a comparison of these budgets.

Regular dollar SFCP
budget budget

(millions)

1972 (appropriation) $19 $6.9
1973 ( " ) 27 6.5
1974 (estimate ) 21 5.0

FBO's annual SFCP is developed to fit within the excess
currency availability. Thus, even though the SFCP level has
been decreasing in recent years because of the decline in the
number of excess countries, the SFCP budget is seldom cut.

4 FBO officials said that they funded everything possible
in the SFCP budget, including capital acquisitions, opera-
tions and maintenance, and local employee salaries. Some
things, such as air-conditioners, however, cannot be bought
on the local economy.

FBO officials said that it was difficult to characterize
the capital acquisition part of the budget in terms of dollar
savings. The operations budget, however, is a 100-percent
savings since these costs shift automatically to the dollar
budget when foreign currencies run short. If capital projects
now in SFCP budget requests were included in the regular
dollar budget, they would compete for funding with all the
projects already being considered for dollars. Some SFCP
projects would have high priorities and others might drop to
such a low priority that they would not be approved for fund-
ing.
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FBO officials feel that they are maximizing use of
foreign currencies and do not foresee significant changes in
procedures and practices.

USIA

USIA officials said that most of their excess currency
expenditures were for salaries and expenses for producing
and distributing periodicals. A small amount of foreign
currency has been used for the international exhibitions
activities in Poland and Yugoslavia, but this currency use
is expected to end in 1975.

It is USIA policy to use excess currencies instead of
dollars for local costs to the extent possible. SFCPs are
not low priority and would be funded with dollars if excess
currencies were not available. Although the amount of foreign
currencies available has decreased and will further decrease,
USIA feels that it and FBO will have priority for these funds
because of the nature of their programs.

Department of Agriculture

Agricultural Research Service (ARS)

ARS considers SFCP reseE:rch grant proposals in several
broad fields of agricultural research. From 1961 through
1973, ARS completed research grants in 31 countries that
totaled the equivalent of about $61.2 million. Early in 1974
active grants amounted to about $34.8 million.

Project initiations usually result from submissions by
a host country scientist through his government or by other
agency, government, or individual contacts. For example,
on occasions ARS solicits specific grant proposals when the
research may involve plants and animals not native to or
available in the United States. ARS accepts approximately
50 percent of the projects submitted, but the percentage
decreases as funds decrease.

After a grant is approved, ARS makes an advance payment
and thereafter spends the grant funds in semiannual allot-
ments. It receives, in turn, a semiannual technical report
and an annual fiscal report. ARS tries to fund at least one
trip to the host country to observe progress on the project.
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The host country scientist usually is scheduled to make one
visit to the United States for consultation and information
sharing. ARS obligates funds for the maximum grant period
(up to 5 years) at the time of the grant.

Four examples of projects in.separate, current, or
former excess currency countries follow.

Israel. "Fundamental investigations of the glycoproteins
of soybean meal, to provide information basic to in-
creasing the utilization of soybean food and feed pro-
ducts." The pound equivalent of $171,516 was obligated
to the Weizman Institute of Science, Rehovoth. The
project was completed January 7, 1972.

Yugoslavia. "An investigation of the effect of fermenta-
tion processes on the quality, taste, and aroma of
Oriental tobacco, to obtain information for use in im-
proving the quality of American cigarettes." The dinar
equivalent of $36,078 was obligated to the Tobacco
Institute, Belgrade. The project was completed April 30,'
1972.

Pakistan. "Investigations on the natural enemies of
marijuana, Cannabis Sativa, and opium poppy, Papaver
Somniferum." The rupee equivalent of $27,112 was obli-
gated to the Commonwealth Institute of Biological Con-
trol, Rawalpindi. This 3-year grant is still active.

Poland. "Studies on the long-term storage'of acorns,"
The zloty equivalent of $69,111 was obligated to the
Institute of Dendrology and Kornic Arboretum, Kornik.
This 5-year grant is still active.

When Bangladesh broke away'from Pakistan after the civil
war, several projects in Bangladesh were affected. Five
grants were in progress and had to be stopped, and others
were in the planning stages and had to be dropped because
Bangladesh was not an excess currency country.

ARS officials expressed the opinion that they could
significantly raise the level of expenditures in Egypt with-
out exhausting the number of high-priority projects or the
available expertise. Now that political relations have im-
proved, it may be able to start some of these projects.
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Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

National Institutes of Health 'CNIH)

In 1964 NIH established the Coordinators Office for
SFCP. The office serves as a standard policy clearance
point-for the six agencies within the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) using foreign currencies. It
allocates the foreign currency made available to NIH.

The Coordinator said that, if a proposed research study
did not apply to events or phenomena occurring in the United
States, it would not be funded. The Coordinator also noted
that the value of health services research was hard to pin-
point. Projects were frequently lengthy and the results
were not always obvious. For example, a scientists exchange
program is beginning with Poland involving 20 scientists in
the field of urological diseases research. The impact of
the program will not be measurable for years and may never
by fully quantifiable.

I e'.

An evaluation study for NIH of SFCP in Yugoslavia was
published in 1973. The Yugoslavian element of the evaluation
team noted that the scientific collaboration was beneficial
to Yugoslavia for introducing new methods of scientific re-
search, establishing good contacts and relations with
scientists from other countries, and preventing "brain drain"
of Yugoslavian scientists. The U.S. element of the evalua-
tion team made several recommendations for program improve-
ment and followup. Two recommendations of particular inter-
est were (1) that HEW's Office of International Health (011t)
examine cases "in which the requirement that projects be
beneficial to both countries is not met and impede the fund-
ing of new projects that ignore the health needs of the
United States" and (2) that 0111 "make appropriate changes in
the process by which the relative shares of the several
agencies are determined in order to remove the incentive for
each agency to continue to support existing projects which
should be terminated."

Four examples of HEW program grants in separate excess
countries follow.
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Egypt. "Epidemiology of streptococcal infections,
rheumatic heart disease, and prinary prophylaxis of
rheumatic fever in rural school population." The pound
equivalent of $1,741,000 over 10 years was obligated for
the Ministry of Health Field Research Administration,
Cairo University.

India. "Feasibility studies on the genetic control of
mosquitoes in India." The rupee equivalent of $1,920,000
over 6 years was obligated for the Southeast Asia re-
gional office, World Health Organization, New Delhi.

Poland. "Investigation of functional organization of
the brain." The zloty equivalent of $1,231,000 over
12 years was obligated for the Department of Neuro-
physiology, Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology,
Warsaw.

Yugoslavia. "Completion of the New Belgrade Mother and
Children's Hospital." The dinar equivalent of $1,203,000
over 3 years was obligated for the Institute for Health
Protection for Mothers and Children, Belgrade. This
project has been completed.

Smithsonian Institution

SFCP funds in excess currency countries support grants
to U.S. research institutions for work in the areas of
archeology and related disciplines, systematic and environ-
mental biology, astrophysics and earth science, and museum
programs. A small amount of these funds is used for grant
administration.

Applications for grants are subject to standard request
evaluation techniques, including consideration by an academic
advisory council. The foreign currency grants are made on
merits of the individual proposals. Most projects are funded
yearly. The Smithsonian does not sponsor a project, offi-
cials said, unless the United States will benefit from it.
SFCP obligations for fiscal year 1973 totaled $3.7 million;
for fiscal year 1974, the budget request was $9 million, but
only $4.5 million was authorized. Of that amount, $3.5 mil-
lion was for research activities and $1 million for the
final U.S. contribution to the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization to salvage the temples
at Philae, Egypt.
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Somc minples of Smithsonian grant projects follow.

Egypt. "The stellar alignment of the Egyptian Temples
at Karnak." The pound equivalent of $7,000 (fiscal year
1974 estimate) was obligated for the Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

India. "Endocrine basis of bird migration." The rupee
equivalent of $5,000 (fiscal year 1974 estimate) was
obligated for the University of Washington, Seattle,
Washington.

Pakistan. "An exhibition of Pakistani ethnographic
materials and accompanying scholarly catalogue.", The
rupee equivalent of $20,000 (fiscal year 1974 estimate)
was obl-igated for the Smithsonian -Institution Traveling
Exhibition Service, Washington, D.C.

Poland. "Contributions to the International Satellite
Geodesy Experiment." The zloty equivalent of $72,000
(fiscal year 1974) was obligated for the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The Smithsonian Office of Audits, in a report issued in
October 1971, noted "weaknesses in identifying, obtaining
acknowledgment for, and disseminating program research results;
obtaining accountability for funds advanced to grantees; ac-
counting and reporting on the status of the program; and
performing cost analyses on grant proposals." The Director
of the Foreign Currency Program stated that the Smithsonian
had made vigorous efforts to take corrective actions and
showed us documentation indicating that the recommendations
had been substantially complied with.

Conclusion

The U.S. agencies involved in SFCPs are trying to ob-
tain maximum use of the U.S.-owned local currencies. The
SFCP evaluation study for NIH, however, indicated that funded
projects might not meet the health ;ieeds of the United States
or otherwise merit continuing support. This matter is of
particular interest since the amounts of foreign currency
are becoming increasingly limited. We believe these matters
will be of interest to the Committee and the Congress as the
special foreign currency program appropriation requests are
examined in the context of the decreasing supply of-foreign
currencies.
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CHAPTER 5

SCOPE OF STUDY

We made our study in Washington, D.C., at the Agency
for International Development, the Department of State, and
to a limited extent, the Department of the Treasury; the Of-
fice of Management and Budget; the Department of Agriculture;
United States Information Agency; Smithsonian Ins:itution;
and the Department of Health, Educaticn, and Welfare.

We interviewed officials as appropriate, particularly at
AID and at the Department of State. We reviewed age;:)y files,
records, aind financial reports. We did not, however, Vcrify
the financial data which was obtained primarily from AlD and
Treasury reports. We also availed ourselves of the large
body of literature on the subject of U.S.-owned foreign cur-
rencies, including'special studies of ways to increase the
use of such currency.

We have identified country-owned or counterpart funds
generated under commodity import programs. We have not, how-
ever, discussed these funds in detail nor have we addressed,
in any way, dollar debts owed to the United States by develop-
ing countries. The latter was the subject of our report,
"Developing Countries' External Debt and U.S. Foreign Assist-
ance: A Case Study," (B-177888, May 11, 1973).
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AnTNtUR M. KUHL. CHIlE CLEM'.

November 19, 1973

The Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General

of the United States
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

The Committee on Foreign Relations has agreed to
request the General Accounting Office to make a study of
U.S.-owned foreign currencies with the aim of finding
possible ways to put them to more effective use. This is
a follow-up of a question posed to AID Administrator
Daniel Parker at the time of his confirmation hearing before
this Committee. A copy of his reply is enclosed for your
information.

The Connmittee is especially interested in developing
additional information on the following:

1. The unature and extent of current U.S.
foreign currency holdings, debts owed to the U.S.
payable in foreign currencies, and estimates of
future currency holdings.

2. The nature and extent of other foreign
currency ove-r wh.ch the U.S. exercises sole or
partial control.

3. Current anu prospective U.S. ,-i.s of U.S.-
owned foreign currencies, by agency, and estimates
of current dollar savings from use of these currencies.

4. Details regarding applicable provisions
of law concerning the use of foreign currencies for
U.S. official uses.
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5. Provisions of law applicable to the
forgiveness of foreign debts repayable in foreign
currencies or disposition of foreign currencies for
other than U.S. use.

6. Recommendations for making more effective
tse of current and prospective U.S. holdings of
foreign currencies and any legislation considered
necessary to carry out those recommendations.

The Comnittee is, of course, familiar with your two
studies on this subject dealing with India, but needs
information and recommendations for all countries.

The staff of the Committee will cooperate with your
staff in any way possible on the study. I appreciate your
help on this matter.

Sincerely yours,

/J. W. Fulbrigb
Chairman

cc: Mr. Daniel Parker
Enclosure
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APPENDIX II

COMPUTATION OF ESTIMATED YEARS' SUPPLY OF

FOREIGN CURRENCY IN THE EXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES

AVAILABLE FOR U.S. USE

AS OF JUNE 30, 1973

Balance of Projected U.S. use
U.S. use receipts Total foreign Estimated
foreign July 1, 1973, to available currency years'

currency June 30, 1998 for U.S. expenditures supply
Country June 30, 1973, (note a) use FY 1973 (note b)

(equivalent dollars in millions)--

Burma $ 10.6 S 70.9 $ 81.5 CS2.2 37
Egypt 235.5 378.3 613.8 6.4 96
Guinea 6.4 26.0 32.4 .5 65

India 911.4 d16 9.1 1,080.5 el14 to '24
Israel

(note f) - -

Pakistan 138.3 594.1 732.4 14.7 49
Poland 318.5 (g) 318.5 22.1 14
Tunisia 18.8 137.4 156.2 5.4 28
Yugoslavia

(note h) 33.0 275.6 308.6

Total i$1.672, 651.4 1$} ,9

a
Computerized schedules are available through FY 1998 only.

Except for Burma (note c), the estimated years' supply does not take into
account use by alloca:ion from U.S. use to country use.

CIncludes $1.2 million country-use expenditures which generally consist of U.S.
use apportionments to country-use programs.

Cooley loans only. All other U.S. rupee loans were prepaid in accordance with
the February 18, 1974, United States-Indian Rupee Settlement Agreement.

eBased on debt settlement agreement mentioned in note d.

Removed from the excess list on July 1, 1973.

See page 26. Essentially no concessions were made to Poland as a result of
Public Law 480 sales.

h
To become near excess July 1, 1974.

Includes $18.6 million restricted by the terms of international agreements or
by administrative determination to specific programs.
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NONPURCHASED FOREIGN CURRENCIES

HIELD IN TREASURY ACCOUNTS

JUNE 30, 1973 (note a)

Part I

Summa ry

Public
:I. - Law 480 Other

Ad?-: ~ I Country or category generated sources Total

(equivalent dollars
_. a, in millions)

FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR U.S. USE
7-- -(part II):
A-_.~ Excess currencies $810.4 $843.6 $1,654.0

Near excess and noneycess
^-- - currencies 27.5 6.3 33.3-.8

FUNDS DESIGNATED FOR SPECIFIC
U.S. OR COUNTRY USES

(part III):
Excess currencies 133.4 21.6 155.0
Near excess and nonexcess

currencies 13.4 35.7 49.1

_/--Total $984.7 $907.2 $i891.9Total 891. 9

aFigures exclude onhand balances equivalent to $120 million

because of accounting practices which make it difficult to
identify the source of the amount to Treasury holdings or
commercial purchases. lie noted, however, that only an in-

significant amount of foreign currency was purchased from
)- . - . commercial sources in the excess currency countries during

FY 1973 and that only the equivalent of about $3.2 million
of the $120 million was on hand in excess currency countries.
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APPENDIX III

PART II

NONRESTRICTED FUNDS AVAILABLF FOR U.S. USE

AS OF JUNE 30, 1973

Public
Law 480 Other

Country or category generated sources Total

(equivalent dollars in millions)

EXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES

(note a):
Burma $ 2.1 $ 8.5 $ 10.6

Egypt 217.8 17.7 235.5

Guinea 6.2 .2 6.4

India 202.4 699.6 902.1

Pakistan 58.7 76.8 135.4

Poland 312.4 - 312.4

Tunisia 10.4 8.4 18.8

Yugoslavia .4 32.4 32.8

Total 810.4 843.6 1,654.0

NEAR EXCESS CURRENCY COUN-

TRIES (note a):
Morocco 10.2 - 10.2
Sri Lanka - - (b)

Sudan 3.8 - 3.8

Total 14.0 - 14.0

NONEXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES 13.5 6.3 19.8

Total 27.5 6.3 33.8

TOTAL $837.9 $849.9 $1,687.S

aAs of July 1, 1973, Israel an excess currency country was

redesignated a near excess currency country and Syria was

designated a near excess currency country. Israeli funds

available for U.S. use at June 30, 1973, were insignifi-

cant, however, about S5.3 million Syrian pounds were avail-

able at that time.

bThe onhand balance was not designated in this category.

(See part III.)
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APPENDIX III

PART III

FUNDS DESIGNATED FOR SPECIFIC

U.S. OR COUNTRY USES

-~.j_ . AS OF JUNE 30, 1973

Public
Law 480 Othlier
generated sources Total

(Equivalent dollars in millions)

EXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES:
Burma:

Department of State $ - $(a) $ (a)
Agency for International

Development 4.1 4-.1

Total 4.1 4.1

Egypt:
Department of State - (a) Ca)
Agency for International

Development 35.9. - 53.9

Total · 35.9 35,9

Guinea:
Department of State - (a) (a)
Agency for International

· a :~-. 'Development 6.1 - 6.1

Total 6.1 6.1

India:.
Department of State (a) (a)
Agency for International

Development 70.7 3.9 74.6
Overseas Private Invest-

ment Corporation - 10.4 10.4
Treasury Department '(a) - (a)

Total 70.7 14.3 85.0
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Public
Law 480 Other

generated sources Total

EXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES
(continued):

Israel:
Department of State $ - $(a) S (a)
Agency for International

Development 0.8 0.8

Total 0.8 0.8

Pakistan:
Department of State 1.0 1.0
Agency for International

Development 4.7 1.4 6.1
Department of Defense (a) - (a)

Total 4.7 2.4 7.1

Poland:
Department of State 5.5 - 5.5
Agency for International

Development 0.7 0.7

Total 5.5 0.7 6.2

Tunisia:
Denartment of State (a) (a)
Agency for International

Development 6.2 0.8 7.0
ACTION - .1 .1

Total 6.2 .9 7.1

Yugoslavia:
Department of State - (a) (a)
Agency for Internatiouial

Development 0.2 2.5 2.7
Department of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare (a) - (a)

Total .2 2.5 2.7

Total excess currency countries 133.4 21.6 155.0
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Public
Law 480 Other

generated sources Total

NEAR EXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES:
Morocco:

Department of State $ $(a) $ (a)
Agency for International

Development 0.4 0.1 0.5
ACTION - -

Total .4 .1 .5

Sri Lanka:
Department of State - (a) (a)

Agency for International
Development 0.1 - 0.1

Total .1 .1

Sudan:
Department of State - (a) (a)
Agency for International

Development 1.3 1.3

Total 1.3 1.3

Total Near Excess Currency Coun-
tries 1.8 .1 1.9

FUNDS HELD IN
NONEXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES:

Department of State 20.2 20.2

Agency for International
Development 9.9 8.6 18.5

Treasury Department 1.7 1.2 2.9
ACTION - .5 .5
Interior Department - 2.2 2.2
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Public
Law 480 Other

generated sources Total

FUNDS HELD IN
NONEXCESS CURRENCY COUNTRIES:

U.S. Information Agency $ - $(a) $ (a)
Executive Office of the

President .1 ,1
Department of Defense - .1 .1
Department.of the. Navy - 2.7 2.7

Total Nonexcess
Currency Countries 11.6 35.6 47.2

TOTAL $149.3 $54.8 $204.1

aLess than $30,000.
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AID-ADMINISTERED LOANS

REPAYABLE IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1973

(notes a and b)

Equivalent
dollars

in thousands

SUMIARY

Worldwide grand total $4,939 84

Public Law 480 portion $3,551,597
AID and predecessor

agencies portion 1,388,287 $4,_939.884

Portion with mainte-
nance of value $2,053,385

Portion without main-
tenance of value 2,886,499 $ 39884

BALANCE BY REGION AND COUNTRY

LATIN AMERICA:
Argentina $ 276
Bolivia 16,571
Brazil 24,105
Chile 27,975
Colombia 6,915
Costa Rica 6,606
Ecuador 3,329
El Salvador 873
Guatemala 1,796
Haiti 5,17!
Honduras 013
Nicaragua Z "-:
Paraguay ,21 1
Peru 1S, ::
Uruguay 286

Total 130,385
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Equivalent
dollars

in thousands

ASIA:
Afghanistan $ 1,756

Burma 42,495

China, Republic of 131,686

Cyprus 734
Egypt 342,955

Greece 102,884

India 2,284,052

Indonesia 10,447

Iran 27,566

Korea 7,589

Nepal 3,174

Pakistan 440,972

Philippines 31,809

Sri Lanka 15,201

Syria 12,344

Turkey 270,165

Total 3,725,829

AFRICA:
Ethiopia 14,019

Ghana 19,583

Guinea 18,299

Ivory Coast 1,414

Mali 216

Morocco 234,048

Nigeria 471

Senegal 1,142
Somalia 1,499

Sudan 5,574

Tunisia 97,569

Zaire 6,741

Total 400,575
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Equivalent
dollars

in thousands

EUROPE:
Austria $ 22,260

Finland -4,584

Iceland 6, 978

Portugal 2,235

Yugoslavia 222,892

Total 258,949

NONREGIONAL (note c):
France 2,447

United Kingdom 3,532

Total · 5,979

SUPPORTING ASSISTANCE 

Israel 151,136

Jordan 3,837

Spain 206,436

Thailand 36,590

Vietnam 20,168

Total 418,167

TOTAL . $4.939_884
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a
Includes only those loans repayable in foreign currencies
that were made under the provisions of the foreign assist-
ance legislation and the Agricultural Trade Development and
Assistance Act. Substantially all foreign currency balances
outstanding are due under these acts. See the Secretary of
the Treasury's June 30, 1973, Annual Report and Statistical
Appendix on the State of the Finances and the related For-
eign Credits Report for detailed data on the dollar and
local currency indebtedness of foreign governments and
other activities to the United States.

Loans administered by AID and repayable in dollars amounted
to about $10.8 billion. These loans, however, are not dis-
cussed in this report. GAO report "Audit of Loan Program
Financial Statements for Fiscal Years 1971, 1970 and 1969"
(B-133220, May 18, 1973), to the Administrator, AID,
addresses both tollar and local currency loans.

Loans to former dependencies of identified countries.
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SCHEDULE OF ONIIAND COUNTRY-OWNED (COUNTERPART)

FOREIGN CURRENCIES AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 1973

Equivalent
dollars

COUNTRY in millions

LATIN AMERICA:
Bolivia $ 3.547
Brazil 8.922
Chile .488
Columbia 1.678
Costa Rica .096
Dominican Republic .587
Ecuador 5.947
Guyana .187
.Paraguay .644
Uruguay 7.519

Total 29.615

EAST ASIA:
Burma 0.932
Indonesia 33.571
Khmer Republic 4.188
Korea 6.156
Laos .051
Philippines 16.671
Thailand 14.356
Vietnam 114.238

Total 190.163

NEAR EAST-SOUTH ASIA:
Afghanistan 0.070
Cyprus .044
Greece .059
Israel 33.473
Nepal .253
Pakistan 8.882
Turkey 25.395

Total 68.176
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Equivalent
dollars

COUNTRY in millions

AFRICA:
Cameroon $ 0.181
Ghana 3.308
Guinea 19.. 896
Kenya .002
Liberia .473
Mali .951
Morocco 8.259
Nigeria .144
Senegal 1.320
Sierra Leone .385
Somali .001
Sudan, .143
Tunisia 6.017
Uganda .442
Upper Volt': .544
Zaire Republic . 3.072

Total 45.138

EUROPE:
Iceland 1.103
Ireland . .15

Total 1.258

TOTAL FOR ALL REGIONS a S3___

Source of balances:
AID or predecessor agencies dollar

disbursements for grant aid. $179.338
AiD dollar loans or grants ·19.466
Public Law 430 title !I disaster relief 3.151
Public Law 480 title isales 132.395

$334.350

aExcludes trust fund balances amounting to $15.367 million.
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B AL.ANCE-OF-PAY/MENTS BENEFIT FROMI USE OF

NONPURCHASED FOREIGN CURRENCY

FISCAL YEARS 1955 TO 1972

Equivalent
dollars

in millions

Foreign currency used under appropriations for
U.S. programs (note a) $5,709.3

Foruign currency used not requiring appro-
priations for U.S. programs 279.6

Total 5,988.9

Less currency used under special foreign
currency appropriations 505.5

Balance-of-payments benefit derived from
foreign currency use (note b) $5.483.4

aIncludes sales of foreign currency to U.S. personnel.

bThis assumes that programs other than those authorized by
special foreign currency appropriations would have been
carried or. at the same level had there been no U.S. foreign
currency holdings.
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APPENDIX VII

COMPTROLLER GENEh,. OF THE UNITED STATE.5

WASHINGTON. r.C. ZvsJI

B-146?49 February 26,1974

The Honortable Lee i. Hamilton, Chairman
Subconmittee on the Near East and South Asia
Comittee on Foreign Affairs
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairmans

By letter dated February 8, 1974, as well as in p:ater informal
contacts, you requested the Secretary of State to obtan the opil__
of thio Offics as to whbther the Agency for International Daelomesat
(AID) may enter into a proposed excess rupe a 6rement with the
Governurmt of India pursuant to the authoriey of the first proiso of
section 104 of Public Law 480, 83rd Congress, 7 U.S.C. 1904, or
whether AID ie required to use the authority contained in the second
(or so-called ulodale-Poeago) proviso of that section.

The General C'ounel, of AID requested our decision in the netter
by letter dated February t1, 1974. laclosod for your information is
our decision of today to the Secretary of State in which we state
that while the matter is not entirely free from doubt, thl Office
would interposes no objection to AID'se nteorir into the ceteJet
agreenMt under the autJhrity of the penultimate proviso, but that
that agency should oebtain cougrueea al clarification of the intent
of the tw subject provisoa prior to entering into any similar
agreements.

Sincercly yours,

Comptrolier General
q3 ~' - of the United States

E= z Enclosure
) o

E.9
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APPENDIX VII

-DE -OE-CI S10 .' c F TrHE UNITE0D BTAT' m
· r= 4~~ -.- :~~~\' f WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

FILE: B-146749 DATE: February 26, 1974

;-... htrMATTER OF: Excess rupee agreement wit;L India

_.- '-- ax DIGEST: AID may enter into excess rupee agreement w;ih
India (excess currency country) pursuant to
first proviso of section 104, Public Law 480,
even though literal reading of second (so-called

_L R'- AMondtle-Poage) proviso makes procedure of first
- proviso inapplicable to excess currency nations,

__ _since matter is not free from doubt and intent
of second proviso was apparently to remove
excess currency from restrictions of first
proviso and not to eliminate applicability of

_ alternate procedure.

This decision to the Secretary of State is in response to
the request by the General Counsel of the Agency for International

_ ] _ - Development (AID), Department of State. He requested our views
concerning the legal basis for a proposed settlement agreement
between the United States and India concerning the large rupee
balances held by the United States in India.

The question arises under the first and second provisos of
section 104 of the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance
Act of 1954 (Public Law 480), 7 U.S.C. 1704. These provisos
which immediately follow subsection 104(k) were added by
section 2(B) of the Food for Peace Act of 1966, Public Law 89-808,
November 11, 1966.

'- ', The first proviso is, in effect, a restatement of prior law.
The second paragraph thereof authorizes grants of Public Law 480

r'-"- ;=: - foreign currencies for economic development purposes under
_ ection 104(f) of that law without the need for specific appro-
priations, if the President determines that it would be inappro-
priate or inconsistent with the purposes of Title I of Public
Law 480 (7 U.S.C. 1701 et. seg.) to require appropriation. The
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B-146749

third paragraph thereof provides that no agreement or proposal
to grant any foreign currencies or to use any principal or
interest from loan repayments shall be entered into or carried
out until the expiration of thirty days (or sixty days when
Congress is not in session) following the date on which such
agreement or proposal is transmitted to the Senate Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry and the House Committee on
Agriculture.

The second or ultimate proviso, also known as the
Mondale-Poage proviso, provides--

"Provided, further, That paragraphs (2), (3), and
(4) of the foregoing proviso shall not apply in the
case of any nation where the foreign currencies or
credits owned by the United States and available
for use by it in such nation are determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury to be in excess of the
normal requirements of the departments and agencies
of the United States for expenditures in such
nations for the two fiscal years following the
fiscal year in which such determination is made.
The amount of any such excess shall be devoted to
the extent practicable and without regard to para-
graph (1) of the foregoing proviso, to the acquisi-
tion of sites, buildings, and grounds under
paragraph (4) of subsection (b) of this section
and to assist such nation in undertaking self-help
measures to increase its production of agricultural
commodities and its facilities for storage and
distribution of such commodities. Assistance under
the foregoing provision shall be limited to self-help
measures additional to those which would be under-
taken without such assistance. Upon the determina-
tion by the Secretary of the Treasury that such an
excess exists with respect to any nation, the Presi-
dent shall advise the Senate Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry and the House Committee cn Agriculture
of such determination; and shall thereafter report
to each such committee as often as may be necessary
to keep such Committee advised as to the extent of
such excess, the purposes for which it is used or
proposed to be used, and the effects of such use."
(Emphasis supplied.)
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The proposed settlement provides, in part, for India toprepay all

outstanding rupee obligations, including principal and interest, up to

the date of settlement. Outstanding principal and interest would not

be orepaid for commercial loans except for some of the Public Law 480

Cooiey loans. The United States will then grant the major part of the

Public Law 480 generated rupees--equivalent to about $2.2 billion--to

the Indian Government for projects as specified in the settlement.

The projects, which a-re to be chosen by the Government of India, are

in the areas of agriculture, housing, family planning, health, tech-

nical education, power development, and rural electrification. AID

proposes to enter into the subject agreement with India under the

authority of the first proviso of section 104 of Public Law 480.

The issue presented for decision as to whether assistance under

the authority of the first proviso may be furnished, arises by virtue

of language in the Mondale-Poage proviso stating, in pertinent part,.
that paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of the first proviso "shall not

apply" to the expenditure of foreign currencies or credits in excess

currency nations. A literal reading of the statutory language makes

the first proviso unavailable as authority for the entering into the

subject or similaragreements which involve the grant of excess

currency (here, rupees) to an-excess currency nation (here, India).

There is some support in the legislative history for this literal

interpretation and for the proposition that the Congress wished to

exercise a degree of control--such as that contained in the Mondale-

Poage proviso--over the uses made of United States-owned excess

currency by recipient countries.

However, reading the legislative scheme as a whole and recog-
nizing that a primary purpose of the I1ondale-Poage proviso was to.

furnish added means for dealing with the use of large reserves of

excess currencies, it would seem somewhat anomalous to conclude that

Congress intended to make unavailable previous authorities and proce-

dures under which grants could be made without using appropriated

funds. It seems more reasonable to conclude when Congress provided

that paragraphs (2), (3), and (4-) of the first proviso were to be

inapplicable to excess currency countries, that it intended only that

the restrictive provisions of those paragraphs not-apply, leaving

the agency free to make grants of excess currency without the require-

> ment for Presidential waiver of the appropriation requirement of

% . 31 U.S.C. 724 and the presentation o.f the proposal to the appropriate

a committees of Congress, if the recipient nation agrees to utilize, to

the extent practicable, the funds for agricultural self-help projects

O ' as defined by section 109 of Public Law 480.

_. Although the provisions and procedures of the first proviso are

:U 3 more restrictive and more difficult to comply with than those of the
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Mondale-Poage proviso, the executive branch has decided to enter into
the instant agreement purouant to the authority of the first proviso.
In the instant situation, the President has determined that the appro-
priation of these ftnds would be inappropriate or inconsistent with
the purposes of Pu'lic Law 480 as required by paragraph (2) and the
agreement has been submitted to the Senate Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry anJ the House Committee on Agriculture as required by
paragraph (3) of the penultimate proviso without, insofar as we are
aware, any objection to the agreement being raised. Moreover, the
Department of State advises that it has met and consulted, both for-
mally and informally, with the Near East and South Asia Subcommittee
of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, the House Agriculture Committee and the Senate Agriculture
and Forestry Committee, as well as with other interested members of
Congress, with rAspect to the full scope of the proposed agreement.

Accordingly, and while the matter is not entirely free from doubt,
inasmuch as the provisions and procedures set forth in the first
proviso have been fully complied with, this Office will not object to
AID's entering into the proposed agreement under the authority of the
second and third paragraphs of such proviso, rather than the Mondale-
Poage proviso, if the cognizant congressional committees interpose no
objection thereto. However, due to the uncertainty caused by the
language of the Mondale-Poage proviso that the subject paragraphs of
the penultimate proviso "shall not apply" in excess currency nations,
we believe congressional clarification as to the intent of the Mondale-
Poage proviso should be obtained before AID enters into any similar
agreements.

Comptroller General
of the United States
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-,/ ' _N ~ COMFPTROLLER GENERAL OF THiE UNiTED STATES
.. '.,.WASHINGrON. U.C. 205.

S-146749
JAN 2 8 1974

The Honorable Lee H. 1Hamilt
Cha1irn, Skbconttte on the

Mer East end Soeth Asia
Cemgittea fe Foarlg Affeirs
Muse of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chair~mn

This letter is in rospon to your req$st cocern1ng Ut J
agreest on Public Law 0 ae4 other funds btW the M vmane of
Ind1ia s the UnitdW States.

The HvasIe .t ,aprovsd the prosd agremt on Daet 18. 1973,
and, purseut to section 104 ef PublStic L 400, ha tranMtti It on
DeembMer 20, 1973, to the Semnt Cesmitt: o ba AGricuTla t &ad PFoytry
end tM ftuse Cotittte so Agrictltuwe. It mu also ast to the Semta
Foreign Relation Co ttes m thes Wtu Frem1n Affairs (mitt.. on
the SE date. In the ebsone of a action to hold up consa tton of
the agr t by the ConBris, the Stot Oepertmmnt plan aB ffBtllze
tt on or abut FbrWary 19, 1974.

The wLunt of Indian es~ covered by thisG negt t nemt be
&ccratoly stated. e2losad Is a prject1d aeesto u ot F ofU 2b,
1974, s~ong that the U.S. dolloe owtvCalau t of S3.3 billIe Is iawolva.
This .av t was gmeratd primarily fIm (1) commIdty sales NWd I1ns of

1sales pec *, Wuer the ~AIIcultural Trade Doalepont and Assistance
Act (Psblic Law 40) end (2) mat1rg rupeo repyeble dollar lo..a to India
wuder the Mutual Sactrty Acts for 1951, lR94, and 1957.

U.S. act1ltiUn of t2ramtdma holdit4 gs of Indian rgpta Ocim a
matter of grat caem which, accordlt in to hs Dbertmit of State,
adverely affectad our relations with adiia. Relaetlcs b ee thS e Ubo t
States and India Proched a low point boctuse of U.S. policy jur1ng the
India-Pakistan war of 1971. Subseqsntly, Indta cOt1lJed to place
Incrosing restrictions on tme use of U.S.-uwwd rupees. The Department
of Stat, recn1x1igW that tho rupee debt had become a erwous political
4irytaqt wlich nedod to bt s*ttlod, dcidad to act. The Secretary of

r State Ilnstrctd t4 U.S. uazlsadtor to India on July 10, 1973, to
intti9at seattlemnt neotiattion Folliowng S months of negotlations,

U o the neotators agreed to the propGos settlement on Dceaftr 13, 1973.
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The proposed settlt)e;,t .rovtles for India to ;:reps' ll' uutzLr)1l1J:
rupee obligations, tnclud1n9 princixal and interest, up to the date of
settlenmt. OutstanJlnr principal and interest would not be prepaid for
coam ercial loans except for soe of the Public Law 4<30 Cooley loans. The
United States will then grant the major peart of the Public Law 480 generarwl
rupees to the Indian Governsnt for economic develo,Pnent proJects as speci-
fled in the settlement. The State Department considers the machanics of
the pr;paynt and subsequent granting of the rupees necessary to conform
to legislative restrictions, since only the Public Law 4;i local currencies
can be granted under current legislation.

Following is a brief Summary of the more larportant provisions of the
itoo sed cgr-miant.

1. Public Law 4UC rupees, equivalent to $2.2 billion, will be granted
to the Indian CGovwmnt for ecorfmc development projects as specified-in
the agrfent.

2. The United States will retain the rupee equivalent of $1.1 billion,
mostly non-Public Law 40 generated, for its use in India and Npal. It is
anticipated that these funds will be expended over 14 to 24 years. Soe of
those fids can be used for economic assistance programs in Nepal for 3 years.

3. An accelerated and increased repayment in dollars. India will
convert $64 million in rupees to dllers by transferring c6.4 million annually
to the United States over the next 10 years instead tf a lesser eount over
40 years.

4. The Govearbint of India will provide ma1nteeiance of value for a
.rJ0 million equivalen:t, or about one-half of the retained U.S. use rupees,

over 10 years.

5. Tho level of annual U.S. rupem expenditures is limited. Annual
expenditures cannot be itore than the verage of thlose for the 3-year periou
,rior to June 1972. 3e;artment of State esttiwtes this acount to be about
$',9 1illion. The asount would be increased to reflect pricSee inflation in
India by agrent between the to Goveniumnts.

S. The United States is provided an option to purchase within 5 years
10;0 mtillion worth of mutually a,-reed upon Indian qoods and services. for
whlch 25 percent of the price may paid for in rupees.

Our report, "'portunities fnor Better Use of United States-Ow.ne
Excess Foreign C;urrency In India" (I-146745, Jan. Z9, 1971), factbilly

- :presents the excess-rupee situation, along with the principal are.mments ft.r
OE end agjainst usinuj tOese currencies. Encloseo is a copy of the digest froLi
O= that report.J'O0ne of our conclusion: in the report whichl is relatei to thVe

subject acreemnwt reads as follows:

GAO note: Enclosure not Included with this appendix.

CL n ,'2
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aqt 'p4a-Irs tiwt the Jarfqe U.S. rudit e i',al C In India is
cauSIn; SoWN pPrOOAitfs 4'n Indo-U1teitd States reldtions Lecause of
(1) Indian anxtety over ittvtita difficu1ltis thlat May arise as
a result of it1suv rstandtIn-7 re)ardtinj tleh nature of U.S. nu'dinijs
and (i`. reprasp-!tatims hv Indidnr politiciar,$ wna tsish to tmtarrassS
thJ. Ur'Itt Ststes ')I Oclaivninj thl&t the Urnlt*<i States thrAough its
fucee i.oldtre i-. SOmeho larlely con III" tOa Indian econwy.

"In our npinirn, Vhi dzcision to redtice substantially out-
starting We'lnce~i of U.S.-owmd r Pupls iii1 retu"n for 'improved forsi,-in
rehations Is a :*olIcy mattar deserving congressnlow i attention.

'If the rciid on Is ctide to dlo so, QW way woull De to attribute
planned Indian iovernwant acatrasc d1vtlopiw-nt expendittures to U*.S.-
*1rant rupee financing. T'iovvgh a Judiciou2 selection of projocts
with which ouvrGoivernftnt muld like to t* aswciatec1. tne UniOdW
States could receive credit for having hel;ped finance ortlntMwile
endeavors while allaying Indian fears that our rupee balances11 k0'aho would be muisused.

'Tna morndale-Poeg amenEnt to Public Low 4cs provides
euthorlity to grant Publlc Law 43O rupees for e ?1oiciic developmnt
purposes without obtaining secific apOrm;.r1ations.

"For U.S.-owsed nqnrvs accw-_ja&ted other tnin throuqi, the
Pubitc Lew 4Q roqsi.w, Uve aaocutlt hranc;k tiet ev t at it le
the authority to grant Its rupees for e4*rcniroic jvelopiosolt ?rojlectis
without apamrpriations.'

ea bollevt -Zt the Zwopoze4 aireemw.o t will nlFnaite one of t!A -.;:
*ijtort&atnt a anstiA3tiVe iskioQi that have hzam:Perud UJ.i.-India relAtiuorA *iad
provtdeS a vehicle to mikc co Z.uc4.jvca aortd effective use of tho Indian
rut3eies which would otherwiso continue to accmu~ata along with r~litot1
ulmnlers. It must t recognizad. however, that 015i agreeidetit to vdr:

;. eli promopt otvar Ovearrelts that are heavily in debt to the Unit&,.' States
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APPENDIX IX
PORTION OF GAO' S REPORT ON "DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES EXT:Rl'l:I, DEfiT A.ND IJ,.S, FOREIGN
AS:;lS'I'TANCE: A CAS E STUDY"

(B-J./7988, May ll, 1973)

CHAP'rER 5

EXECUTIVE AND LEG'SI.ATIVE PARTICIPATION

IN DEBT RE.'EGCOTIATIONS

According to the Attorney General of the United States,
the executive branch has authority to renegotiate terms of

loans to countries without congressional review or approval.
This is in contrast to the restrictions on executive branch
authority to negotiate new loans, including statutory limita-

tions on minimum lending terms, sources of procurement, and

loans to countries in default.

EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY

The President's authority to renegotiate the terms of

loans and credits to. foreign governments vari.s with the en-

abling legislation. The principal ongoing programs under

which foreign debts to the United States' are'concentrated
include:!

i. Loans to countries under the Foreign Assistance Act

of 1961, as amended.

.2. Long-term dollar sales of agricultural commodities
under Public Law 480.

3. Export credits under the Export-Imnport Bank Act of

1945, as amended.

In 1970 the United States participated with other

creditors in a massive rescheduling of Indonesia's external

debt. In response to a request from the Secretary-of the

Treasury, the Attorney General issued an opinion on Decem-

her 24, 1970, stating that the executive br-anch had the

authority to renegotiate the terms oC loans and credits under
the above programs.-

'Debt renegotiations may also include debs incurred under

current or defunct programs; hence this list is not intended
to be exhaustive.
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For loans to countric- made under the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961, as amended, this authority is provided under
section 635(g)(2), which states that "in making loans under
this Act, the President * *' may collect or compromise any
obligations assigned to, or held by " * * him." The authority
to compromise is limited by section 620(r) of the same act,
which provides that:

No recipient of a loan made under the authority
of this Act, any part of which is outstanding on
or after the date of enactment of this subsection
[Sept; 19, 19661, shall be relieved of liability
for the repayment of any part of the principal of
or interest on such loan.

The purpose of this restriction, known as the Dirksen Amend-
ment, was to prevent the conversion of loans into grants by
subsequently relieving the recipient country of its liability
for repayment of interest or principal.

Similarly, in his opinion on the Indonesian debt resched-.
uling, the Attorney General found adequate legal authority for
rescheduling Public Law 480 debt and Export-Import Bank credits
under the circumstances presented there.

Within the executive branch, foreign loan and credit pro-
grams are administered by several agencies, such as AID and
the:Export-Import Bank. These agencies are responsible for
the granting of loans and credits and the actual negotiations
involved in making collections.

General coordination of U.S. loan policy is a function
of the National Advisory Council on International Monetary and
Financial Policies. This interagency council, chaired by the
Secretary of the Treasury, considers the overall debt burden
in a recipient country as part of its consideration of proposed
loans. The Council also considers debt renegotiations in its
meetings.

Renegotiation of loan terms can release a developing
country's foreign exchange which may then be used for develop-
ment imports. In -ome instances, however, renegotiation may
reduce or defer a lending nation's available resources until
repayment is made. Under the AID-administered development
loan program, for example, 'interest and principal collections
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are recycled into the program. Recycling of collections also
reduces AID's new funding requirements in its budgetary re-
quests to the Congress.

CONGRESSIONAL INTEREST

Although legislative restrictions on executive branch
authority to renegotiate loans are few, the Congress has
shown considerable interest in the ability of developing
countries to repay existing debts to the United States. The
Congress also has shown interest in debt relief. In the spe-
cific case of the 1970 Indonesian debt rescheduling, the
executive branch informally discussed the matter with several
congressional committees and later submitted a special report
to them. The Congress was also consulted in the case of the
Egyptian debt rescheduling in 1971.

The importance of keeping the Congress well informed
with respect to debt relief matters cannot be overemphasized.
The United States is the largest single creditor to the
developing countries and--together with other creditor
nations--is under increasing pressure to reschedule, refi-
nance, or cancel outstanding debt. Any form of debt relief
provided is comparable to new aid. And as the need for re-
lief becomes more frequent, debt relief is increasingly an
important form of economic assistance.

In our opinion, debt rescheduling--as an example of
debt relief--provides additional resources to assisted
countries because the foreign exchange that would have been
used to repay their debts remains available to pay for
needed imports.

The assistance which the United States provides
developing countries through debt relief if not now included
in the President's proposals *to the Congress for new eco-
nomic assistance. Nor is it shown in a meaningful manner
in subsequent reports summarizing the actual assistance
provided. We believe this assistance should be systemat-
ically and comprehensively reported to the Congress
with the President's annual proposals for foreign assist-
ance.
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CONCLUSION

Although the p:-:,blem of external debt varies
significantly anitng developing countries, it is generally
agreed that there is an increasing need for debt relief.
Historically. debt relief has been grante most commonly
in cases of default, to maximize the repayment potential of
the debtor country. Most instances of consultation with
the Congress have, in fact, involved cases of default where
the repayment objective was paramount. Also, where dhbt
relief has been used in nondefault cases, such as India,
the Congress has generally been informed during the hearings
on the AID program, although not as a part of the formal
presentation.

The Congress may wish to consider the desirability of
requiring the executive branch to submit more specific in.-
formation on the funds released to debtor countries via
debt relief, as compared to proposed development lending,
grants, and other forms of economic assistance.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Because of tlie growing importance of the developing
countries' debt burden and the increasing frequency of debt
relief exercises, the executive agencies should insure that
the Congress is well informed with respect loathe relation-
ship of debt-servicing problems, debt relief, and economic
assistance.

Although the executiveagencies furnish the Congress
with certain information on U.S.-provided debt relief, we
recommend-that the Secretary of State report systematically
and comprehensively to the Congress concerning:

--Individual countries' debt-servicing problems.

--The rescheduling of loans, which affects the
availability of development loan repayment pro-
ceeds for recycling.

--Total U.S. resource transfers, including debt relief,
together with analyses clearly presenting net aid
flows to developing countries. .The analyses should
include all types and forms of debt relief--whether.
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for development assistance or for maximizing the
repayment potential--granted by the United States.

AGENCY CONIMENTS

In a joint letter dated December 6, 1972, which
--5j-] commented on our report, the Devartment of State and AID

said:

The research reflected in th. s document is
impressive both in scope and balance. The debt
service problems facing the Ir.dian Government
and the process followed by its Western creditors
to assist in solving these problems are accu-

",:@ trately reported.

Both the Department of State and AID agreed generally
with the recommendations presented for their review and
comment. With respect to our recommendation that the Con-

·-":~!;'A gress be informed concerning the rescheduling of loans,
'.- they comme-ted that:

While these [rescheduling] negotiations are
conducted by executive agencies, in all cases the
Congress was fully informed. In a number of
significant negotiations--notably the Indonesian
and Egyptian cases in 1970 and 1971--the guidance
of key Congressional Committees was sought before
concluding agreements.

Concerning our recommendation that executive agencies'
economic assistance programs presented to the Congress
identify net aid flows, the agencies said:

A.I.D. has in the past, for those countries in
which net aid flows were of major importance,
presented to the Congress information on net aid,
debt, and related balance rF payments problems.
This practice will be continued. With the onset
of significant repayments on long-term develop-
ment loans, as in the case of India, net aid
flows will ibcome an increasingly important
measure of the ;efulness of developntent assist-
ance programs.
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GAO COMMENTS ON TIlE
AGENCY LETTER

AID and the Department of State agreed, in general,
with our recommendations.

We still feel, however, that the Congress should be
more fully and systematically informed about all debt
reschedulings--in nondefault as well as crisis situations:,
whether the reschedulings are highly significant or rel-
atively routine in the eyes of the executive agencies. Al-
though reschedulings and related negotiations have generally
been identified during congressional hearings on foreign
assistance programs or during formal presentations, we
found no indication that the Congress or its committees
were subsequently and fully informed with respect to all
-rescheduling agreements ultimately reached, especially in
routine and nondefault cases. In view of the growing.im-
portance of developing countries' debt problems to the
U.S. global economic policy, all agency efforts and agree-
ments reached to relieve debt service burdens should be
communicated to the Congress.

We also believe that the importance of net aid to the
developing countries cannot be overemphasized in information
furnished to the Congress. The net aid concept is a useful
and meaningful indicator of the real level of available
resources provided by U.S. assistance programs.

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE CONGRESS

Debt relief will be of growing importance in the
immediate future, as developing countries experience diffi-
culties maintaining their development programs under condi-
tions of large and rising external debt burdens.. The
Congress, therefore, may wish to:

--Consider the need for it to play a larger role in
determining U.S. policy concerning debt relief to
developing nations and in related program oversight
concerning the terms and conditions under which'
assistance in the form of debt relief may be granted.

--As a prerequisite in order to have essential
information, consider legislation to require compre-
hensive annual reporting by the Secretary of State,
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to be submitted in January of each year and thus be
available to the committees of the Congress in their
considerations of authorization and appropriation
proposals. Such reporting might make available for
'. the Congress current summary perspectives of the
worldwide dimensions of the debt burden problem, as
well as the specifics of debt relief granted or
proposed.
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